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Androgen action plays a pivotal role in male reproductive tract physiology and pathology. The androgen receptor (AR) gene harbors two codon repeat tracts: the CAG and GGN repeats, encoding corresponding amino acid sequences of variable length; the polyglutamine and polyglycine stretches, respectively. Variation in CAG repeat length had been associated with a number of andrological disorders, whereas very little was known about the GGN repeat when the work for this thesis was started. We hypothesized that variation in GGN length may modulate AR activity, and hence the individual susceptibility to male reproductive tract disorders. We also assessed the relationship between male subfertility-dependent childlessness and prostate cancer (PCa) risk in a nested case-control study to test the hypothesis that subfertile men are at lower risk of developing PCa than fertile men, since they are frequently hypogonadal secondary to testicular dysfunction. Our specific aims were to investigate: 1) whether the AR codon repeats are associated with clinical reproductive parameters, subfertility, hypospadias, or cryptorchidism; 2) whether childlessness secondary to male subfertility is associated with reduced PCa risk; and 3) the possible involvement of genetic variants in reducing PCa risk in subfertile men, including in the sex steroid signaling pathway and aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR) pathway, which mediates some of the effects of endocrine disrupting chemicals, and also in PCa risk genes implicated in previous genome-wide association studies.

Our main findings were that: 1) GGN repeat lengths were significantly longer in men with penile hypospadias or cryptorchidism than in controls (median 24 vs. 23) and that the longer allele may be associated with superior AR function; 2) subfertile men were at reduced PCa risk compared with fertile men, OR: 0.45 (95% CI: 0.25-0.83); and 3) genes harboring variants that may play a role in reducing PCa risk in subfertile men include AHR, its partner molecule AHR nuclear translocator (ARNT), and estrogen receptor beta (ESR2), as well as a number of other genes, of which poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase 2 (PARP2) showed the most robust association.

We conclude that: 1) longer GGN repeat lengths may be associated with cryptorchidism and hypospadias; 2) subfertile involuntarily childless men are at an approximately 50% lower risk of being diagnosed with PCa than are fathers of at least one biological child; 3) variants in a number of genes may play a role in linking male subfertility with reduced PCa risk through their associations with impaired reproductive function. The findings support the hypothesis that alterations in sex steroid action, potentially via interaction with the AHR-ARNT signaling pathway, may contribute to the overall reduction in PCa risk in subfertile men.
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# Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHR</td>
<td>aryl hydrocarbon receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHRKO</td>
<td>aryl hydrocarbon receptor knock-out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS</td>
<td>androgen insensitivity syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>activation function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMH</td>
<td>Anti-Müllerian Hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>androgen receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>androgen response element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARKO</td>
<td>androgen receptor knock-out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARNT</td>
<td>aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>body mass index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPA</td>
<td>bisphenol A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPH</td>
<td>benign prostatic hyperplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAIS</td>
<td>complete androgen insensitivity syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBAVD</td>
<td>congenital bilateral absence of the vas deferens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFTR</td>
<td>cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>confidence interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIS</td>
<td>carcinoma in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYP17A</td>
<td>cytochrome P450, family 17, subfamily A, polypeptide 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBCP</td>
<td>dibromochloropropane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBD</td>
<td>DNA-binding domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES</td>
<td>diethylstilbestrol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHT</td>
<td>5α-dihydrotestosterone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSD</td>
<td>disorder of sex development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>estradiol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDC</td>
<td>endocrine disrupting chemical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERa/β</td>
<td>estrogen receptor alpha/beta <em>(protein)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESR1/2</td>
<td>estrogen receptor 1 (alpha)/2 (beta) <em>(gene)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGF</td>
<td>fibroblast growth factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSH</td>
<td>follicle stimulating hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GD</td>
<td>gonadal dysgenesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GnRH</td>
<td>gonadotropin releasing hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU</td>
<td>genitourinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>htSNP</td>
<td>haplotype-tagging SNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAH</td>
<td>halogenated aromatic hydrocarbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPG</td>
<td>hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>hazard ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSP</td>
<td>heat-shock protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWE</td>
<td>Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-β-HSD</td>
<td>17-β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IINS3</td>
<td>insulin-like factor 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBD</td>
<td>ligand-binding domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>luteinizing hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIS</td>
<td>mild androgen insensitivity syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>mesonephric duct (<em>Wolffian duct</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDCS</td>
<td>Malmö Diet and Cancer Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKX3-1</td>
<td>NK3 homeobox 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR0B1</td>
<td>nuclear receptor subfamily 0, group B, member 1 (<em>also DAX1</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR5A1</td>
<td>nuclear receptor subfamily 5, group A, member 1 (<em>also SF-1</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTD</td>
<td>N-terminal transactivation domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>odds ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAH</td>
<td>polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIS</td>
<td>partial androgen insensitivity syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>prostate cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMD</td>
<td>paramesonephric duct (<em>Müllerian duct</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>polymerase chain reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGCs</td>
<td>primordial germ cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIN</td>
<td>prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>persistent organic pollutant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p,p’-DDE/T</td>
<td>dichlorodiphenyl dichlorothane/trichlorothane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA</td>
<td>prostate-specific antigen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA</td>
<td>ribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBMA</td>
<td>spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy (<em>Kennedy’s disease</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF1</td>
<td>steroidogenic factor 1 (<em>also NR5A1</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHBG</td>
<td>steroid hormone binding globulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIR</td>
<td>standardized incidence ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNP</td>
<td>single nucleotide polymorphism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOX</td>
<td>SRY-related HMG box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOX3/9</td>
<td>SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 3/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRD5A1/2</td>
<td>steroid 5-α-reductase 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRY</td>
<td>sex determining region Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGCC</td>
<td>testicular germ cell cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCDD</td>
<td>2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDS</td>
<td>testicular dysgenesis syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>transcription factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGI</td>
<td>urogenital infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGS</td>
<td>urogenital sinus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRE</td>
<td>xenobiotic response element</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BACKGROUND

Androgens and male reproductive health from a historical perspective

It has been known for millennia in cultures across Eurasia, that the testes are involved in the development and maintenance of “masculine characteristics” [1]. Boys were subjected to castration to provide eunuchs as palace functionaries, a practice which seems to have begun in the late Roman Empire, and which persisted until the Ottoman era [1]. Castration was sometimes used as punishment for prisoners of war in antiquity [1]. It was also a part of the penal and psychiatric systems in several European countries until the 1960s, being enforced for example in the Netherlands as treatment for those committed to asylums for the criminally insane due to sexual offences [2].

In 1889, the physician Charles-Édouard Brown-Séquard described the effects of subcutaneously injecting an extract derived from the testes of a dog and some guinea-pigs [3]. The 72-year old physician, who had suffered a considerable decline in “general strength” during the past decade, reported experiencing improvements in muscular strength as well as physical and mental stamina. However, starting about one month after the last injection, he witnessed a return of his previous “state of weakness”. The Paris Biological Society suggested that the effects may have been caused by “auto-suggestion”, and requested that the findings be replicated. A colleague subsequently performed a trial using testicular extract on three “old” men, aged 54, 56 and 68, who were told they were receiving “fortifying injections”. The effects were very similar to those experienced by Brown-Séquard himself [3].

The biochemists Adolf Butenandt and Lavoslav Ružička respectively identified the structure of [4], and synthesized [5], testosterone (T) in 1935, for which (among other accomplishments) they were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1939. It was subsequently shown that the replacement of androgens in castrated male rats induced mitotic activity in the prostate [6]. Huggins and Hodges reported in 1941 the beneficial results of castration (or injection of large amounts of estrogen) in men with prostate cancer (PCa) and marked elevation of acid phosphatase [7], work for which they were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1966 along with Peyton Rous.

Information on the function of 5α-dihydrotestosterone (DHT) in humans was gained from the study of the Dominican "guevedoces", who are men born with ambiguous external genitalia, but who undergo substantial virilization during puberty [8]. The men were found to have markedly decreased concentrations of plasma DHT, caused by a decrease in steroid 5-α-reductase 2 (SRD5A2) enzyme activity [8, 9]. These men thus confirmed that decreased DHT activity in utero
results in incomplete masculinization of the external genitalia, while not affecting the internal genitalia. Although virilization occurs at puberty, beard growth is lacking, recession of the temporal hairline does not ensue, and the prostate is small or absent [8]. The understanding that prostate size could be reduced without castration consequently led to the development of the SRD5A2 inhibitor finasteride [10], which was the first effective pharmacological treatment for benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) [11], and which was later shown to decrease the risk of developing low-grade PCa [12].

In 1953, a report was published describing individuals with a female phenotype despite having bilateral testes, leading to the coining of the misnomer “testicular feminization” (Morris’ syndrome) [13]. Later studies established that the affected individuals had normal biosynthesis of T and normal androgen metabolism [14]. Generalized tissue resistance to androgens was finally established as the etiology, and the condition was hence termed “androgen insensitivity syndrome” (AIS) [14]. During the 1970s, a specific intracellular androgen receptor (AR) was shown to exist, the defective function of which was consequently implicated in AIS [14].

A hereditary form of defective virilization termed Reifenstein’s syndrome, the features of which include micropenis, perineal hypospadias, cryptorchidism, and gynecomastia, was described in 1965 [15]. The etiology of this syndrome and related disorders was revealed to be partial AIS (PAIS) during the following decades, and it also became clear that the severity of the disturbance in androgen action during fetal development was correlated with the degree of feminization of the external genitalia, hypospadias, and pubertal gynecomastia [14]. Cryptorchidism was also shown to at least in some cases be related to deficient androgen action [14].

In 1996, a study was published suggesting that the incidences of cryptorchidism, hypospadias, poor sperm quality, and testicular germ cell cancer (TGCC) in many industrialized countries during primarily the latter half of the 20th century were steadily increasing [16]. Environmental anti-androgens and estrogenic compounds [17], were proposed to act as endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) with potential adverse effects on reproductive health [16]. These studies, together with those showing a link between male infertility and TGCC [18], were integrated into the “testicular dysgenesis syndrome” (TDS) hypothesis, which holds that both genetic and environmental factors are involved in causing a dysgenetic development of the fetal gonad [19], which is the underlying cause of the seemingly correlated increasing incidences of poor sperm quality, cryptorchidism, hypospadias and TGCC [19].

While there is no consensus regarding the validity of the TDS hypothesis, it is clear that the genetics of these reproductive disorders needs to be elucidated, both with respect to directly etiological mutations, and as factors increasing the
susceptibility to the potentially deleterious effects of environmental toxicants. The relationship between androgen action and the normal and diseased functioning of the male reproductive tract is also of interest from the perspective of the hypothesis of antagonistic pleiotropy in sexual selection, which argues that sexually antagonistic coevolution will produce pleiotropic effects, on the one hand increasing fertility, but on the other hand also increasing the risk of sex hormone-dependent cancers, such as PCa [20]. The AR gene is proposed to play an important role in this process [20].

**The hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis**

In the postpubertal male, the gonadotropins follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), and luteinizing hormone (LH), regulate spermatogenesis and steroidogenesis, respectively. These gonadotropic hormones are secreted from the anterior pituitary in response to the hypothalamic gonadotropic-releasing hormone (GnRH). The hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis is activated at puberty by kisspeptin acting on its receptors in the hypothalamus close to the GnRH-releasing neurons [21]. Figure 1 shows the main hormones involved in regulating the adult HPG axis.

LH stimulates the testicular Leydig cells to produce T, which exerts negative feedback control on LH secretion by altering the pattern of GnRH release from the hypothalamus [22]. Estradiol (E2), which is produced from T by aromatization, suppresses LH secretion from the pituitary [23], and decreases GnRH pulse frequency from the hypothalamus [24]. The main enzyme responsible for the conversion of T to E2 is aromatase (cytochrome P450). The production and secretion of FSH is regulated by the peptide hormones inhibin (inhibitory) and activin (stimulatory), which are both members of the transforming growth factor b (TGFb) superfamily [25]. The Sertoli Cell is the main producer of these hormones [25]. Gonadotropin regulation is considered to be the principal physiological role of inhibin, although it also controls several other central biological processes [25].
The testis: reproductive hormones in normal physiology

Leydig cell function
Androgens, which like all steroid hormones derive from cholesterol, are mainly synthesized by the Leydig cells in the testis. Intratesticular DHT levels are only 2% that of T, meaning that intratesticular DHT is not significant in normal men, despite greater affinity of DHT for the AR [26]. Furthermore intratesticular T levels are up to one hundredfold higher than in serum [27]. T is central for the regulation of Leydig cell function [27], as is LH.

Estrogens regulate Leydig cell activity not only by suppressing LH secretion, but also by directly inhibiting steroidogenesis via suppression of CYP17A1 (cytochrome P450, family 17, subfamily A, polypeptide 1) [28]. Estrogen receptor alpha (ERα) is expressed by Leydig cells, and ERα-signaling seems to suppress androgen production [28].
**Spermatogenesis**

Spermatogenesis is the process by which mature haploid spermatozoa are formed from the diploid $A_{\text{dark}}$ spermatogonia stem cells [29]. Beginning at puberty, the process takes place in the seminiferous epithelium of the seminiferous tubule and involves cellular differentiation and transformation, mitosis, meiosis, germ cell movement, spermiogenesis (spermatid maturation) and finally spermiation, during which the remaining unnecessary cytoplasm and organelles are eliminated.

Androgen action is required for the normal development of spermatogenesis, spermatozoa, epididymis, vas deferens, seminal vesicles, prostate, and testes [30]. The mechanisms by which androgens control spermatogenesis has been elucidated by various types of testicular cell specific AR knock-out (ARKO) models (reviewed by Walters et al. 2010) [30]. Estrogen signaling is also involved in spermatogenesis and appears to affect germ cell proliferation, differentiation and the final maturation of spermatids, as well as germ cell survival and apoptosis [31].

The rate of spermatogenesis is dependent on FSH; as levels increase, the fraction of A spermatogonia in the cycling pool expands, and accordingly, the number of differentiating spermatogonia [29]. LH is needed for the first time during pubertal development, and is not needed for fetal testicular development [32]. LH-null mice have small testes and are infertile due to spermatogenic arrest, which nevertheless recovers spontaneously with age, indicating that even very low (<5% of normal) intra-testicular T concentrations (produced constitutively without LH stimulation) are sufficient for spermatogenesis [32].

**The prostate: sex steroids in normal physiology**

**Histology**

The prostate is a tubuloalveolar exocrine gland, the function of which is to store and secrete prostatic fluid. The mature prostate has peripheral, central, and transitional zones, reflecting three sets of ducts [33, 34]. It is a major target of androgen action during fetal development (see p. 23) and in adulthood [34]. T is converted to DHT by SRD5A2 in the prostate, wherein the concentrations of DHT are normally at least an order of magnitude higher than those of T [10].

The prostatic stroma consists of fibroblasts, smooth muscle cells, endothelial cells and immune cells [34]. The prostatic epithelium is compartmentalized into a basal compartment, wherein there is a mixed population of cell types including stem cells and intermediate cells, which share properties of both luminal and basal cells, and a luminal compartment, containing the terminally differentiated secretory cells and the rare neuroendocrine cells [34, 35]. The luminal secretory cells are the major cell type in the epithelial layer. These cells express AR and respond directly...
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to androgens by simulating production and secretion of prostatic proteins [35]. The basal cells exist as one or two layers attached to the basement membrane and usually have low AR expression [35]. These cells are androgen responsive, regenerating prostatic tissue after re-administration of T after castration [35].

Normal prostatic stem cells have the properties of castration-resistance, tissue-regeneration and self-renewal, and have been shown to exist in the basal epithelial compartment, and probably also in the luminal compartment, wherein rare luminal cells that express the gene NKX3-1 (NK3 homeobox 1) in the absence of testicular androgens (castrate-resistant NKX3-1-expressing cells, CARNs) have been identified [36-39]. The CARNs always express AR and maintain self-renewal capacity [37]. NKX3-1 is gene encoding a transcription factor (TF), which plays a central role in the differentiation of the prostate epithelium, and which acts as a prostate-specific tumor suppressor [40]. The true stem cell hierarchy is unknown, and at least three not necessarily mutually exclusive models have been proposed [35].

**Secretory function**

Prostatic fluid constitutes about 20-30% of the volume of semen, and contains concentrations of citrate and zinc that are orders of magnitude higher than in the blood [41]. The secretion also contains proteolytic enzymes such as prostate specific antigen (PSA), and prostatic acid phosphatase. The main structural protein of semen coagulum is semenogelin I, and the high levels of free zinc are thought to inhibit its PSA-mediated degradation, thereby delaying liquefaction [42, 43]. Androgen action is needed for adequate secretory function of the accessory sex glands [30].

**Tissue homeostasis and sex steroid action**

Homeostatic epithelial-stromal interactions maintain the highly differentiated, growth-quiescent functional state of both the epithelium and stroma [34]. Prostatic stromal AR is an important positive regulator of epithelial cell proliferation and survival during both prostatic development and tissue homeostasis in adulthood [34, 44]. Epithelial androgen action probably suppresses proliferation and maintains terminal differentiation, while stromal androgen action restrains epithelial apoptosis independent of epithelial AR activation [45].

Estrogens also play a role in prostate tissue homeostasis. Aromatase is exclusively expressed in the stroma where it produces E2, which exerts its effects in both an autocrine fashion via the stromally expressed ERα, and in a paracrine manner via the epithelially expressed ERβ [46, 47]. Thus, ERα action, which is proliferative and pro-inflammatory, is balanced by ERβ action, which is anti-proliferative and anti-inflammatory [46, 47].
Development of the male reproductive tract

The foundations for the function or dysfunction of the male reproductive tract in adulthood are laid during fetal development, in which androgens play a central role. Hence, sex determination and fetal sex differentiation are discussed below.

Sex determination

Sex is genetically determined, defined by the sex chromosome complement, which is XX in normal females and XY in normal males [48]. The Y chromosome-linked gene, SRY (sex-determining region Y), appears to be the master initiator of male sex determination in almost all therian mammals [48]. SRY is the founding member of the SOX (SRY-related HMG box) family of transcription factors (TFs) [48]. It probably functions as a TF in humans, upregulating the expression of its direct target gene, SOX9 (SRY-related HMG box-containing gene 9), located on 17q23 [48]. The regulation of SRY itself is poorly understood, but a general outline of the genes involved in sex differentiation is shown in Figure 2.

SRY expression is enhanced by WT1 (Wilms tumor suppressor gene) and also by SF1 (steroidogenic factor 1, encoded by the gene NR5A1) [49]. SRY and SF1 bind directly to specific sites (called “TESCO”, testis-specific enhancer of SOX9 core) lying within the gonadal specific enhancer of SOX9, thereby cooperatively upregulating SOX9 expression [48]. After SOX9 expression has begun, it too binds directly to TESCO with SF1 to auto-amplify its own expression [48]. A positive-feedback loop is also observed between SOX9 and the essential FGF9 (fibroblast growth factor 9) [48]. SF1 additionally activates the expression of Anti-Müllerian Hormone (AMH) in Sertoli cells and steroidogenic enzymes in Leydig cells [50].

SOX9, unlike SRY, is conserved among non-mammalian vertebrate species, and it may be the only gene that is required downstream of SRY to activate the testis-determining program [48]. In the XX gonad, the female genetic pathway is not suppressed, leading to female sex differentiation [48]. These events also occur in XY gonads lacking SRY function, reinforcing the central role for SRY in both activating the testis-determining pathway and suppressing the ovarian-determining pathway [48]. Disorders of sex development (DSDs) are discussed further on p. 26.
Development of the testes

During weeks 4 to 6 of embryogenesis, the urogenital ridges develop as bilateral thickenings of the mesodermic mesonephros [51]. Epiblast-derived gametic precursor stem cells, known as primordial germ cells (PGCs), migrate from their origin in the yolk sac into the gonadal anlage wherein epithelial cells are proliferating [51]. The PGCs form prospermatogonia which enter mitotic arrest, staying in this state until puberty [51]. Three lineages of somatic cells surround the PGCs; the Sertoli (supporting) cells, which secrete AMH, the Leydig cells, and the peritubular cells, which provide physical support for Sertoli cells and form the blood-testis barrier together with the basal membrane and Sertoli cells [51]. Severely deficient gonadal function results from the failure of any of these lineages to properly differentiate [51].

Starting in week 7, the bipotential gonads differentiate into testes through the action of SRY [49]. The first step in testicular histogenesis is the differentiation of the Sertoli cells [51], which form intercellular membrane connections through the influence of SRY-activated genetic products [51]. The Sertoli cells surround increasing numbers of PGCs, extend into the medulla as gonadal cords, and secrete chemotactic signals that direct the migration of early peritubular myoblasts to the outside of the cords [51]. The lumina of the gonadal cords open up at

---

**Fig 2.** The indifferent gonad develops into a testis after the triggering of the male sex differentiation pathway by SRY on the Y chromosome. The normal expression and function of multiple other factors are also required.
puberty, maturing into the convoluted seminiferous tubules [51]. From about week 7, the mesenchymal precursors of the Leydig cells located between the testicular cords start to differentiate, directed by signals from Sertoli cells [51]. At about week 8, the Leydig cells start to produce T, inducing the formation of the ductus epididymidis and vas deferens from the MD [52].

In the early postnatal testis, Leydig cells actively secrete androgens, and there is a peak of androgen production during the second postnatal month (the “mini puberty”) [51]. The Sertoli cells are functionally immature, secreting high concentrations of AMH [53]. Although T synthesis is as active in the fetal and early postnatal periods as in puberty, the Sertoli cells and spermatogenesis remain immature until puberty [53]. This is due to the absence of AR expression in Sertoli cells in the fetal and early postnatal periods, giving a physiological stage of androgen insensitivity [53].

After early infancy, the testes become quiescent during childhood due to a constant inhibition of the prepubertal HPG-axis by hypothalamic neuronal circuits [51]. The Leydig cells regress and T secretion declines dramatically [53]. The Sertoli cells remain immature and spermatogenesis is arrested [53]. At puberty, the Leydig cells differentiate again and restart T production, provoking Sertoli cell maturation and AMH down-regulation, thereby setting off spermatogenesis [53].

**Descent of the testes**

The testes are initially located in a perirenal position, attached to the posterior abdominal wall by the cranial suspensory ligament and to the future inner ring of the inguinal canal by the gubernaculum (a fold of peritoneum) [54]. Testicular descent can be divided into three phases. The first phase, transabdominal descent, starts at about week 8, soon after Sertoli cells trigger the differentiation of Leydig cells, which produce androgens and INSL3 (insulin-like factor 3) [51]. Androgens are essential for the regression of the cranial suspensory ligament, while INSL3 mediates gubernacular remodeling, which exerts continuous tension on the testes, anchoring them close to the inguinal canal during fetal growth [54].

The testes pass through the inguinal canal and down to the scrotum during the transinguinal and inguinoscrotal phases [54]. INSL3 is essential for transinguinal movement. The final stage in testicular descent, the inguinoscrotal phase, involves signaling via both the androgen and INSL3 signaling pathways [54]. The testes have usually moved to the scrotum during the final two months of gestation [51].

**Differentiation of the male internal genitalia**

The internal genitalia develop from epithelial structures of two types. The seminal vesicle, ejaculatory duct, vas deferens, and epididymis derive from the mesonephric (Wolffian) duct (MD), of mesodermal origin, while the prostate
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derives from the UGS, of endodermal origin [34]. These epithelial structures are associated with mesenchyme derived from mesoderm [55]. Figure 3 shows an overview of the hormonal control of the differentiation of the internal and external male genitalia.

The mesonephric (Wolffian) ducts

The unipotential duct systems, the paramesonephric (Müllerian) ducts (PMD) and the MD, develop from two mesodermal structures derived from the urogenital ridge, the mesonephros and the coelomic epithelium [49, 52]. During weeks 8 to 9 of development, the PMDs degenerate via apoptosis and cellular transformation under the influence of AMH, produced in high concentrations by the Sertoli cells from the time of differentiation of the testes until puberty [49]. The effect of AMH is ipsilateral, with each testis influencing is own side only [52]. By week 10, the PMDs become insensitive to AMH [49].
At about weeks 6 to 7 of embryogenesis, the MDs develop and stabilize by the action of T [52]. DHT is not involved in this process, since SRD5A2 is not expressed in these tissues until about week 11 of development, at which time the process of internal masculinization is complete [14]. The MD, which originally drains the primitive kidneys, becomes the seminal vesicle, ejaculatory duct, vas deferens, and epididymis when the definitive kidney has developed [52]. The seminal vesicles develop from lateral outgrowths of the caudal end of the vas deferens [56]. The differentiation of the MDs requires the high T concentrations produced in the vicinity of the homolateral testis, which was demonstrated by Jost using unilaterally castrated rabbit fetuses and replacement with crystalline T [56]. The significance of normal androgen action in preventing the degeneration of the MDs is also illustrated by the agenesis of the internal male genitalia exhibited by ARKO mice [30].

The urogenital sinus

The urogenital sinus (UGS) is a cylinder of stratified basal epithelium surrounded by mesenchyme, lying between the embryonic bladder and pelvic urethra, which gives rise to the prostate, bulbourethral glands, prostatic and membranous urethra, and bladder [34]. The differentiation of the UGS requires the action of DHT, as T itself is apparently insufficient to bring about normal development, as illustrated by men with dysfunctional SRD5A2 [8, 9].

Androgen-activated UGS mesenchyme (stroma) induces prostate organogenesis, ductal branching and development, and maintains epithelial cell survival [34, 57]. The prostatic epithelium in turn induces the UGS mesenchyme to differentiate into smooth muscle [34]. Epithelial AR is needed for epithelial terminal differentiation [34], but apparently not for epithelial branching [45]. Various other factors are also essential for normal prostatic development, e.g. the FGF (fibroblast growth factor) family of genes [34].

The prostate continues developing postnatally through “branching morphogenesis” [34], and by puberty the basic prostate architecture is established. The gland subsequently acquires secretory function. The reciprocal stromal-epithelial interactions keep functioning in the adult, maintaining homeostasis (see p. 18).

Differentiation of the male external genitalia

The external genitalia in both sexes derive from the bipotential anlagen, comprising the genital tubercles, urogenital folds and genital swellings, which are indifferent up until week 9 of embryogenesis [52]. Early in week 4, the terminal portion of the hindgut, called the cloaca, reaches the cloacal membrane, located ventrally on the embryo [52]. A week later, the urorectal septum migrates caudally, dividing the cloaca into the ventrally located UGS, and the dorsal anorectal canal [52]. By week 7, the urorectal septum fuses with the cloacal
membrane, dividing it into a ventral urogenital membrane and a dorsal anal membrane [52]. The membranes then rupture, connecting the amniotic cavity with the UGS and anorectum [52]. The external genitalia begin developing after cloacal partitioning is completed.

In week 4, the genital tubercle is also forming cranially by proliferation of mesenchymal cells surrounding the cloacal membrane [52]. On either side of the cloacal membrane, two pairs of swellings appear distally; the inner urogenital (urethral) folds, and the outer genital swellings [49]. The urethral groove forms ventrally on the phallus, extending along the penis without reaching the glanular surface [52, 58]. The genital tubercle extends forming the penis, while the urethral folds close over the urethral groove, forming the penile urethra [52, 58]. The external meatus and distal urethra form from an invagination of the urethral plate, which is a cord of ectoderm growing from the glans [52, 58].

The urogenital swellings, initially located inguinally, move caudally with continued development and form the scrotum after fusing in the midline (the scrotal raphe) [52]. The external genitalia are clearly male by week 14, but phallic growth continues throughout the last two trimesters [52]. The concentration of T in the fetal circulation is fairly low, and target cells of the external genitalia and prostate express SRD5A2 [59], which is necessary for normal differentiation since DHT induces the virilization of the UGS and external genitalia between weeks 10 and 14 [8, 9].

Disorders of the male reproductive tract

Two types of disorders will be considered below; the DSDs, especially those most affected by deficient androgen action due to genetic factors, and possibly also exposure to EDCs, and the cancers affecting the testis and prostate. Fetal development and the maintenance of testicular and prostatic tissue depend on androgens acting via the AR, and its physiology will therefore be reviewed first.

The androgen receptor

General structure and function of the gene and protein

Originally cloned in 1988 [60, 61], the human AR gene is localized to Xq11-12, giving the karyotypically normal 46,XY male a single copy of this crucial gene [62]. The gene is composed of eight exons which encode a protein of slightly varying length (consensus 920 amino acids), due to variation in the length of two codon repeat tracts [14, 61].

The AR belongs to the steroid hormone receptor subfamily, which is part of nuclear receptor superfamily of receptors [62]. It regulates the expression of a multitude of other genes involved in fetal sex differentiation and the later
development and maintenance of secondary sex characteristics [14]. The AR bears structural similarities to the other steroid hormone receptors, and consists of four functional domains; 1) the N-terminal transactivation domain (NTD) containing a strong ligand-independent “activation function 1” (AF1), 2) the DNA-binding domain (DBD), 3) the small hinge region containing most of the nuclear localization signal, and 4) the C-terminal ligand-binding domain (LBD), which undergoes structural changes following hormone binding, forming a ligand-dependent “activation function 2” (AF2) [62].

Without ligand, the AR is located primarily in the cytosol in an inactive monomeric state, where it associates with heat shock proteins (HSPs) [62]. Upon ligand binding, the AR undergoes a conformational change resulting in its dissociation from the HSPs, thereby enabling the AR to interact with a large number of coregulators [63]. Examples of which include androgen receptor associated protein 70 (ARA70), which cooperates with other coregulators to activate transcription, and filamin A which facilitates nuclear transport [62, 63]. The interactions between the AR and its coregulators facilitate nuclear targeting and subsequent nuclear dimerization [63]. The AR usually functions as a homodimer, but can also form a heterodimer with for example ERα, potentially causing differential transcriptional regulation [62]. Crosstalk with the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR) may also modulate AR action (see p. 37).

Once in the nucleus, the AR DBD binds to specific genomic sequences termed androgen response elements (AREs) in the promotors and enhancers of target genes [62]. The binding to tissue specific AREs enables the recruitment of histone acetyltransferase enzymes, more coregulators and the transcription machinery, thereby inducing or inhibiting transcription of a particular target gene [62]. Aside from the ARs classical genomic activity, there is some evidence that the AR also initiates rapid non-genomic responses on a time-scale of seconds to minutes via action at the plasma membrane or in the cytoplasm [62].

The CAG and GGN repeats in the N-terminal transactivation domain

The evolutionarily poorly conserved NTD is coded for by exon 1, which is polymorphic in length due to the presence of the CAG and GGN trinucleotide repeat tracts, encoding expanses of repeating amino acid sequences; the polyglutamine stretch and the polyglycine stretch, respectively [14]. The CAG repeat consensus sequence is (CAG)nCAA, while the GGN consensus sequence is (GGT)3GGG-(GGT)2GGCn, where the N represents any of the nucleotides C, T or G [61]. Variation in the length of the CAG repeat tract has been linked to a number of disorders [64]. At the time of working with studies I and II, the GGN repeat had not been researched to the same extent as the CAG repeat. However, it had been shown in vitro that a 30% reduction in transcriptional activity results from deleting the entire GGN repeat tract [65].
In the general Swedish population, the median number of CAG repeats is 21, with a 95% confidence interval (CI) of 17-29 [66]. There are racial/ethnic differences in CAG repeat number, with the shortest repeats in African populations, intermediate lengths in European whites, and longest lengths in Far-Eastern Asians [67]. As is to be expected by our current understanding of the evolution and global dispersal of our species [68], African populations exhibit the greatest CAG and GGN allele diversity, while Asian populations exhibit the lowest [67].

**Pathological expansion of the CAG repeat**

Pathological expansion of the CAG repeat tract to between 37 and 62 repeats is associated with SBMA, also known as Kennedy’s disease [69, 70]. SBMA is a late-onset neurodegenerative disorder characterized by MAIS, progressive muscle wasting, and motor neuron death in the spinal cord and brainstem [70]. The etiology is not clear, although the polyglutamine stretch itself may exert a gain of toxic function [70]. It is also possible that nuclear and cytoplasmic aggregates form, or that the elongated polyglutamine stretch destabilizes the AF1 domain, which fails to interact with coregulators, leading to protein misfolding [70].

**Disorders of sex development**

The term “disorders of sex development” (DSD) encompasses conditions in which atypical development of the chromosomal, gonadal or anatomical sex has taken place [71]. DSDs hence include a wide spectrum of disorders affecting the genitourinary (GU) tract and reproductive endocrinology. DSDs are common, ranging in severity from genital abnormalities to sex reversal. The incidence of severe DSDs with ambiguous external genitalia is about 1 per 4500 newborns [72].

The molecular etiology of congenital GU defects is poorly understood. Fetal exposure to EDCs [73-77], and mutations in certain genes [78, 79], can affect human GU tract development, but a large proportion are idiopathic. DSDs are frequently associated with major congenital malformations or multiple minor anomalies, suggesting that chromosomal abnormalities may be causative [80], yet traditional karyotype analysis detects low rates of such anomalies [81, 82]. Using other methods, cytogenetically undetectable *de novo* copy number variants have been found to be frequently associated with ambiguous genitalia, cryptorchidism and hypospadias [80]. Mutations in any of the genes involved in the androgen biosynthesis pathway or sex differentiation may potentially cause DSDs, and the number of known relevant genetic aberrations is constantly growing [49]. AIS and certain other DSDs will be discussed in greater detail below.

**Androgen insensitivity syndrome**

AIS is divided into three major groups depending on the severity of the phenotype [14, 83]. In complete AIS (CAIS), the external genitalia appear completely female.
The gonads may be located anywhere from the labia majora to the abdomen [59]. A diagnosis is made on the absence of PMD-derived structures and hypoplasia or absence of MD- and UGS-derived structures [59]. The phenotype of partial AIS (PAIS) is very variable, ranging from slight virilization marked by an elongated anogenital distance, to a principally male phenotype with seemingly normal phallic size, but with severe to moderate hypospadias [59]. Most PAIS patients exhibit a combination of reduced phallic size, and severe, mostly penoscrotal to perineal hypospadias. Patients with minimal AIS (MAIS) lack overt genital malformations, but have varying degrees of subfertility [59].

The puberty of patients with CAIS and gonads in situ is female with breast development, but secondary sexual hair growth is insufficient [59]. In PAIS, both virilization and feminization may occur, leading to phallic and testicular enlargement with sexual hair growth as well as gynecomastia. Puberty may not develop fully despite apparently normal hormone levels and body proportions are female or intermediate [59].

The majority of 46,XY patients with CAIS carry germline mutations in the coding regions of the AR gene, but this is not the case among patients having PAIS or MAIS [59]. Mutations are most frequently located in the LBD, and more than 800 mutations linked to AIS have been recorded (http://www.androgendb.mcgill.ca). The most frequently occurring mutations are single nucleotide substitutions, causing premature transcription termination or amino acid changes. There are also nucleotide insertions, exon duplications and intronic mutations in mRNA splice sites. The same AR mutation may give different degrees of AIS in different carriers [59].

A study on 78 patients with moderate to severe PAIS, found that the CAG ≥23 repeat lengths were more frequent among undervirilized males than among controls [84]. In another study, CAG repeat length was found to be associated with the severity of undermasculinization when the etiology was unknown (i.e. not due to e.g. AR mutations causing AIS) [85]. However, in a study on 64 Japanese boys with isolated micropenis (a possible manifestation of PAIS), only one AR mutation was found, and CAG repeat lengths were similar to those in the controls [86].

Cryptorchidism

Cryptorchidism, or undescended testis, is the most frequently occurring DSD, the prevalence of which is between about 1-8% in full-term males [75, 87]. Congenital cryptorchidism often resolves spontaneously during the first months of life, at which time T secretion briefly increases [87]. Accordingly, a lower prevalence of 1–2% is reported from 3 to 12 months of age [87]. An increase in prevalence of up to 7% during has been reported in school surveys of prepubertal boys [87]. This apparent increase is most likely due to acquired cryptorchidism, i.e. ascensus testis
and severely retractile testes. A birth weight below 2.5 kg and prematurity are risk factors for cryptorchidism [87]. The possible influence of environmental factors is discussed below (p. 39).

Prospective standardized cohort studies have suggested an increase in the prevalence of congenital cryptorchidism in England between the 1950s and 1980s and in Denmark between the 1960s and 2000 [87]. According to some registries, the incidence of cryptorchidism increased in North and South America in the 1970s and 1980s, but declined after 1985 [87]. The registry data is regarded to be relatively unreliable.

A number of syndromes are associated with cryptorchidism, e.g. Noonan syndrome and Rubinstein–Taybi syndrome [88]. Normal testicular descent is dependent on an intact HPG axis, and any number of mutations may therefore be associated with testicular maldescent [87, 88]. In persistent Müllerian duct syndrome, caused by lack of synthesis or action of AMH, there is no ambiguity of the male external genitalia, but the internal genitalia include a uterus with uterine tubes, and cryptorchidism is frequent [87]. In the most common form of GD, a dysgenetic testis is found together with a streak gonad (mixed GD) [87]. Frequently a 45,X cell line is present, although the karyotype may vary [87]. In phenotypically male newborns with bilateral non-palpable testes, it is important to exclude severe virilization of a 46,XY female as in e.g. congenital adrenal hyperplasia [87].

INSL3-null mice are cryptorchid, with both testes located perirenally [54]. However, it is currently unclear how important INSL3 gene mutations or hormone concentrations are in the etiology of cryptorchidism [54]. As in CAIS patients, the testes of ARKO mice are immature and intra-abdominally located [30]. The few studies on the association between CAG repeat length and cryptorchidism that were published at the time of doing the research for paper II showed no significant associations [85, 89]. There were no studies investigating GGN repeat length in this context.

**Hypospadias**

Hypospadias is a midline fusion defect of the male ventral urethra causing an abnormal location of the urethral meatus and is estimated to affect 0.2-1% of male newborns [88]. The urethral meatus can vary in location from the ventral aspect of the penile glans (glanular hypospadias) to the scrotum or perineum [88]. Birth defect registries previously underreported the true incidence of hypospadias since mild (glanular and coronal) forms were not registered [88]. However, this type of malformation is common as evidenced by prospective population-based studies that have shown much higher prevalences than the previous estimates of 0.4-2.4 per 1000 total births [88]. Furthermore, many glanular hypospadias become detectable only after the physiological phimosis has disappeared. In Denmark for
example, hypospadias are reported to be present in 4.6% of three year olds, compared with 1% of newborns [88].

Increasing trends of the incidence of hypospadias have been reported in several regions of Europe, the United States, and Australia [88]. However, inaccuracies in ascertainment and reporting, as well as varying diagnostic criteria in registry-based studies have made comparisons and appraisals of the true incidences of the malformation difficult [88]. It is noteworthy that even the lower estimate of hypospadias in Denmark is twice as high as that in Finland [88].

A Swedish study on hypospadias patients found that 6% had cryptorchidism on one or both sides, suggesting that the conditions are associated with one another [90]. However, hypospadias is more frequently associated with other birth defects [91].

Hypospadias can occur as an isolated malformation or as a part of over 200 syndromes that include the anomaly [76, 88]. The types of genetic defects known to be associated with hypospadias can be divided into four main categories [76]. The first category consists of genes participating in the development of the phallus, including the Homeobox and FGF family of genes. Second are the genes associated with testicular dysgenesis, such as WT1 and SOX9. Third are the genes involved in androgen biosynthesis and metabolism. Finally the level of androgen action (sensitivity) can be altered by mutation of the AR gene as in PAIS, although mutations are found in only 20–30% of cases and the phenotype is highly variable.

There were no publications on GGN repeat length and hypospadias when the work for paper II was performed. CAG repeat lengths had been analyzed in a study on boys presenting with varying degrees of undervirilized external genitalia, and CAG lengths were found to be slightly longer in boys with hypospadias (of mainly penoscrotal type), than in the control group [84], although this finding was not replicated in a later study [92].

**Other disorders of sex development**

There are two main categories of cytogenetically normal DSDs; 46,XY DSDs with undervirilization and 46,XX DSDs with overvirilization, respectively [79]. Two examples of the former are the androgen biosynthesis defect disorders: 5α-reductase II (SRD5A2) deficiency and 17β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase, type III (HSD17B3) deficiency. Patients with these two disorders undergo partial virilization during puberty, unlike patients with CAIS.

A recent study found mutations in AKR1C2 (aldo-keto reductase family 1, member C2) and AKR1C4 in 46,XY individuals with moderate to severe undervirilization [93]. AKR1C2 is an enzyme that participates in the alternative, but not the classic, pathway of DHT synthesis, suggesting that normal sex
differentiation requires both pathways [93]. Mutations in SF1 (NR5A1) in boys with ambiguous external genitalia and penoscrotal hypospadias or only distal hypospadias have also recently been described [94].

Patients with 46,XY complete gonadal dysgenesis (GD), also known as Swyer syndrome, have normal female external genitalia and PMD-derived structures, but undeveloped “streak” gonads, and are usually not diagnosed until puberty due to absence of secondary sex characteristics [95, 96]. Mutations in SRY account for 10-15% of cases, with mutations in SF1, WT1 and NR0B1, accounting for some of the remainder [97]. The central role of SOX9 was illustrated by a family in which a normal man transmitted a duplication of the gene, resulting in 46,XX male sex reversal and infertility due to azoospermia in affected adults [98]. SOX3 has been identified as being interchangeable with SRY, based on the finding of genomic rearrangements within the SOX3 regulatory region in patients with 46,XX male sex reversal, and on the replication of this phenotype in transgenic mice overexpressing SOX3 [99].

**Testicular germ cell cancer**

TGCC accounts for only about 1–2% of all tumors in men, yet it is the most common malignancy in men of reproductive age [100]. The incidence of TGCC is highest in developed nations with primarily Caucasian populations and lowest in Asia and Africa [100-102]. The incidence varies geographically in Europe with North-South and East-West gradients. Norway and Denmark have the highest age-standardized incidence rates at around 9-10 per 100 000 man-years, while Estonia and Spain have the lowest at about 2-3 [102]. Using instead truncated age-standardized incidence rates for the age-group 15-54, the incidence in Denmark is about 17%, in Norway 12%, in Sweden 8%, and in Finland 4% [103].

The reasons for these geographic patterns in TGCC incidences are unknown, although one contributing factor may be differences in genetic background; e.g. the Finns differ from the Scandinavian, North German and British populations [104]. On the other hand, migrant studies from Sweden and Denmark indicate that TGCC incidences move toward those of the adopted country after one generation, but that the incidences in first-generation migrants are unchanged in relation to their countries of origin [105-108]. These findings imply that early, probably prenatal environmental exposures play a large role in determining risk, although genetic susceptibility to the effects of the exposure may also be involved [102, 105].

The rates of TGCC have been increasing in many populations over time and across successive birth cohorts, including those in the Nordic countries, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, the United States, and Australia [102]. TGCC mortality has been declining in Western European countries since the mid-1970s,
thanks to platinum-based chemotherapy and best-practice tumor management programs [103].

Several factors are consistently associated with an elevated risk of TGCC, namely prior history of TGCC, family history of TGCC and cryptorchidism [109]. There is also some evidence that low birth weight and gestational age are risk factors for the malignancy [109]. A recent meta-analysis corroborated that male subfertility is associated with increased TGCC risk, even in subfertile men with no prior history of cryptorchidism [18]. Hypogonadism due to gonadal dysfunction is common in men with TGCC [110].

DSDs are generally associated with an increased risk of germ cell tumors [79]. The risk appears to be highest (about 15-35%) in SRY-positive GD and in PAIS with intra-abdominal gonads [79]. Conversely, TGCC risk in CAIS is lower at about 1-2% [79]. A Danish national register-based cohort study found that having hypospadias or cryptorchidism was associated with an increased risk of TGCC, although there was no association with a positive family history of the disorders [111]. Maternal steroid hormone concentrations during early pregnancy may also affect TGCC risk [112].

**Prostate cancer**

Among European men, PCa is the most common non-skin cancer, and is the second or third most common cause of cancer-related mortality [113]. The “true” incidence of PCa is difficult to estimate since the malignancy is frequently subclinical, detected only via PSA testing [114]. The incidence of PCa has been increasing in most Western countries since the 1970-80s [113], which is most probably a result of increased PSA testing (and screening) during the past two decades [113, 115]. Before PSA-based testing was introduced, mortality from PCa was steadily increasing, which was most likely caused by increasing longevity [113, 116]. In the USA and certain other countries age-standardized PCa-specific mortality rates have decreased to a level lower than before the era of PSA-based screening [116]. In many other countries, including Finland, Norway and (probably) Sweden, PCa-specific mortality has decreased, although rates remain higher than before PSA testing became widespread, while in yet other nations, such as Denmark, mortality from PCa has continued to increase [116].

Even within countries, there are clear differences in PCa incidence and mortality. In e.g. the USA, the risk-adjusted incidence rate for PCa in the 60-69 age group (2005-7 data) is estimated to be >700 per 100 000 for whites, and >1 200 per 100 000 for blacks [115]. PCa-specific mortality is also substantially higher in African-Americans than in Caucasian Americans [117]. However, although PCa incidence is also higher for UK blacks than whites, there is no evidence that their disease-specific mortality is higher [117]. Nonetheless, genetic differences probably account for at least part of the disparity in incidence, since the frequency
of the susceptibility alleles at PCa risk loci is higher in men with black African heritage [117].

**Circulating androgen concentrations, childlessness and subfertility**

It is well-established that PCa is hormone-dependent [7], and studies have therefore been carried out to investigate whether androgen concentrations in the circulation are associated with PCa risk. A meta-analysis on 18 prospective studies found no evidence that elevated androgen concentrations in the circulation are associated with excess PCa risk [118]. However, another meta-analysis using a different methodology found that proportional differences in T were associated with proportional disparities in PCa incidence across different populations [119]. In cross-sectional studies on men with already established disease, T levels are generally lower in patients with high grade PCa or metastasized disease, than in men with PCa of lower grade and stage [120]. This relationship may reflect an effect of the disease itself [120].

A chronic reduction in androgen action has indirectly been shown to be associated with reduced PCa risk, as evidenced by the finding of only two cases of non-fatal disease in a study of 3,518 men with Klinefelter syndrome [121], for whom congenital hypogonadism is a typical feature. Additionally, the Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial (PCPT) showed that men treated with finasteride exhibited a 25% reduction in the overall rate of PCa diagnosis [12]. Similarly, in the Reduction by Dutasteride of Prostate Cancer Events study (REDUCE), the overall relative risk reduction for PCa men treated with dutasteride was 23% [122].

Androgen concentrations in the circulation correlate poorly with the corresponding concentrations in the prostate [10, 123, 124]. Therefore, fertility status in reproductive age, and hence testicular function [125, 126], may function as a better estimator of the degree of long-term androgenic stimulation of prostatic tissue than an assessment of circulating androgen concentrations later in life, at which time a tumor may already have developed.

Involuntary childlessness has been used as a proxy indicator for reproductive function in young adulthood, since more detailed information is usually unavailable due to the historical lack of medical assessments of fertility. In two national cancer registry-based studies, childless men were found to be at significantly lower risk of PCa than men who had fathered a child [127, 128]. These studies thus provide evidence for an association between childlessness and PCa risk. However, they did not exclude cases of childlessness attributable to other factors than male subfertility, and only adjusted the analysis for age [127, 128], and marital status [128].
Pathogenesis: roles of the sex steroids and their receptors

Androgens play a central role in the pathogenesis of PCa. Androgens induce cell proliferation in PCa cell lines [129, 130], act as PCa promoters [131, 132], and androgen deprivation in animal models prevents PCa development [133]. As detailed above, men with chronic hypogonadism are at very low risk of the malignancy. Furthermore, PCa has not been reported in men with congenital SRD5A2 deficiency [9].

African-Americans have the highest incidence of PCa in the USA, and racial differences in CAG repeat lengths have therefore been proposed to contribute to this disparity [70], especially since in vitro studies suggest that there is an inverse relationship between CAG repeat length and AR gene transcription efficacy as well as AR transactivation function [70]. However, the relationship between CAG repeat lengths and PCa risk is unclear, as some studies have found that PCa risk is increased among men with shorter repeat tracts, while others have not [70].

Current research suggests that AR stimulates proliferation in stromal cells, functions as a survival factor in luminal epithelial cells, and may function as a suppressor of PCa progression and metastasis in basal intermediate-like cells (reviewed by Zhu et al. 2010) [44]. Slightly different results have been obtained in other studies which indicate that androgen action in both basal and luminal epithelial compartments is capable of initiating oncogenic transformation [134].

The role of estrogens in PCa development has been studied for a number of reasons [46, 47, 131]. Importantly, the prostatic stroma is a site of E2 production [46]. Animal models have shown that both increased serum androgen levels caused by deficient aromatase activity, and increased prostatic AR induced by elevated estrogen exposure can lead to stimulation of prostate growth [135]. Others have shown that adding E2 to T treatment markedly increases PCa incidence [131, 136]. Additionally, estrogen metabolites known as catecholestrogens are directly genotoxic as well as inducers of oxidative stress [47, 131]. Furthermore, the serum T:E2 ratio decreases with age due to decreased T synthesis, increases in sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG), and increases in adiposity and peripheral aromatase [46, 47].

In the normal prostate, the stromal cells express AR and ERα, while the epithelial cells express AR and ERβ (and ERα at very low levels) [46, 47, 137]. During tumor progression from high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) to PCa, the expression of the antiproliferative ERβ1 is lost in the basal epithelial cells along with the disruption of the basement membrane [47]. Throughout the development and progression of PCa, tissue E2 levels increase, while DHT decreases [47]. These changes are due in part to an increase in aromatase activity and a loss of SRD5A2 expression [47], and in part to the age-related changes in systemic T:E2 balance [46, 47]. Animal studies suggest that expression of the
proliferative ERα in the epithelium is enhanced by either castration or by epithelial AR inactivation [138], and that epithelial ERα is required for estrogen-mediated proliferative response, whereas stromal ERα is not [137].

There is some evidence that the fetal hormonal milieu, especially regarding exposure to estrogens (“estrogen imprinting”), plays a role in determining the later risk of developing PCa [47, 139]. One study reported that longer gestation age was associated with a small reduction in PCa risk [140]. This somewhat paradoxically suggests a longer period of estrogenic exposure, although this is only one of a large number of factors related to gestational duration.

**Endocrine disruption and the male reproductive tract**

**Testicular dysgenesis syndrome**

In 1992, a meta-analysis of semen quality data was published that showed a significant secular decline in sperm concentrations and semen volume in otherwise normal men during the period from 1938 to 1990 [141]. Four years later, a report showed increasing incidences of cryptorchidism, hypospadias, impaired spermatogenesis, and TGCC in a number of industrialized countries over the latter half of the 20th century [16]. It was proposed that environmental anti-androgens, in addition to the previously suggested estrogenic compounds [17], could act as endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) with potential adverse effects on male reproductive health [16]. This hypothesis was based on animal exposure studies, and on the observation that sons of women treated during pregnancy with diethylstilbestrol (DES) had substantially increased incidences of cryptorchidism, hypospadias, poor semen quality and possibly TGCC [16].

It has become evident that TGCC originates in carcinoma in situ testis (CIS), which closely resembles fetal gonocytes [142]. An increasingly strong case has also been made that subfertile men are at increased risk of developing TGCC [18], as are men with cryptorchidism or hypospadias [111]. Other similar earlier studies taken together with the adverse trends in male reproductive health, laid the foundation for the TDS hypothesis, which holds that both genetic and environmental factors were involved in causing a dysgenetic development of the fetal gonad, which in turn was the unifying cause underlying the apparently correlated increases in the incidences of poor sperm quality, cryptorchidism, hypospadias and TGCC [19]. The rapid increase in incidence of TDS was suggested to be due to adverse life-style and/or environmental influences, such as prenatal exposure to EDCs [19]. While the TDS hypothesis is not generally accepted, especially concerning the inclusion of hypospadias [143, 144], certain aspects of it are supported by both laboratory and epidemiological studies [74, 88, 145].
Paralleling the adverse trends in male reproductive health, a Danish and an American study both published in 2007 reported substantial secular, age-independent declines in circulating T concentrations from the 1980s onwards [146, 147]. The changes in T concentrations were attributable changes in body mass index (BMI) in the Danish [146], but not in the American study [147]. The decrease may perhaps reflect a decline in testicular function, although the replicability and etiology of the trend need further study.

**Male subfertility and semen quality**

It is estimated that about 10-15% of all couples are involuntarily childless after at least 12 months of regular unprotected intercourse [148]. Subfertility can be attributed to male factors, female factors, or a combination thereof. The male contributes at least partly to the childlessness in an estimated 7% of all cases [149].

Impaired sperm production and function can be caused by dysfunction at the pre-testicular, testicular or post-testicular level [149]. Causative genetic factors can be identified in about 15% of cases and include karyotype anomalies (e.g. Klinefelter syndrome), Y chromosome microdeletions, Kallmann syndrome, congenital bilateral absence of the vas deferens (CBAVD), mutations in genes in the HPG axis, and AIS [149]. The etiology is idiopathic in about 50% of cases [149]. At the time of performing our research, a number of studies had been published on the relationship between subtle changes in CAG repeat length and male subfertility, although results were inconsistent. Long CAG repeat lengths were found to be associated with decreased sperm concentrations in some studies [150-152], but not others [153]. The association between GGN repeat numbers and subfertility had only been investigated in a few studies. In 1997, Tut et al. reported no significant differences in distributions of GGN repeat lengths between infertile men and fertile controls [151], which was later corroborated by Lundin et al from our group [66].

Pre-testicular male subfertility is mainly a result of congenital or acquired hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism or coital problems (erectile dysfunction, retrograde ejaculation) [149]. Post-testicular causes of subfertility include all obstructive lesions of the seminal tract, infections and inflammatory diseases of the accessory sex glands, and autoimmune infertility [149]. Azoospermia results when there is bilateral obstruction, whereas varying degrees of impairment of the major sperm parameters may be present in the other conditions. CBAVD with agenesis of the seminal vesicles is a mild manifestation of cystic fibrosis, and mutations in the CFTR (cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator) gene are common in affected men [154].

Diseases of the accessory sex glands are associated with low ejaculatory volume, and inflammatory conditions typically present with seminal fluid leukocytosis.
Activated leukocytes produce reactive oxygen species that may affect sperm function [149]. About <5% of infertile men suffer from an autoimmune reaction against spermatozoa, which can be triggered if the blood-testis barrier has been breached due to previous testicular or epididymal inflammation (e.g. infection) [149].

About 75% of all male subfertility is related to primary testicular failure [149], which is often accompanied by hypogonadism [125, 126]. Impaired semen quality is also the most central entity in the TDS hypothesis, especially when dysgenetic testis histology is also present [74]. However, the association with TDS is less clear in the majority of men with poor semen quality as the sole symptom, as the etiology may be heterogeneous and post-natal contributing factors may also be present [74].

Geographical differences have been reported in a number of studies, which taken together suggest that an East-West gradient exists in the Nordic-Baltic area, with higher semen quality and lower risk of TGCC in e.g. Finland and Estonia, and the opposite pattern observed in Denmark and Norway, with Sweden having an intermediary position [155]. Recent adverse trends in semen quality and TGCC risk have been reported in Finnish men, indicating that (changing) environmental and/or life-style-related exposures may be causative [156].

**Endocrine disrupting chemicals**

In 1988 a report on the state of the environment of the North American Great Lakes was published, which raised public awareness that persistent chemicals were being transferred from predator females to their offspring, thereby undermining their organ development prenatally [157]. Three years later a World Wildlife Federation (WWF) conference stated that many compounds introduced into the environment by humans are capable of disrupting the endocrine system of animals including humans and that endocrine disruption can be profound because of the crucial role hormones play in development [157].

Over the last few decades, there have been numerous reports of adverse effects on the reproductive capacity of wildlife and laboratory animals caused by exposure to EDCs [16, 158, 159]. The increasing trends in human male reproductive disorders, and the growing evidence for causative environmental factors have therefore sparked growing interest in the health threat posed to humans by EDCs, which are substances in our food, environment, and consumer items that interfere with hormone action, biosynthesis, or metabolism, resulting in disrupted tissue homeostasis or reproductive function [73, 158].

The mechanisms of EDCs involve a wide array of actions and pathways. Examples include the estrogenic, androgenic, thyroid, and retinoid pathways [73, 158], in which the EDCs may act directly as agonists or antagonists, or indirectly via other...
The aryl hydrocarbon receptor

Structure and function

The AHR is a member of the basic helix-loop-helix/Per/ARNT/Sim (PAS) superfamily of TFs [162]. The AHR is encoded by a gene consisting of 11 exons located on 7p15 [162], which is highly conserved across invertebrate and vertebrate species [163]. The receptor regulates the metabolism of xenobiotic substances, but also modulates the expression of certain genes and the activity of other TFs, thereby influencing e.g. apoptosis, proliferation, and differentiation [162].

AHR activity is modulated by environmental chemicals, various food constituents and also by endogenously formed substances [162]. Most high-affinity AHR agonists are synthetic chemicals, including halogenated aromatic hydrocarbons (HAHs) such as dioxins, furans, and PCBs, and polyaromatic hydrocarbons

nuclear receptors, such as the AHR [73, 158]. They can also disrupt steroidogenic enzymes and many other pathways that are highly conserved in wildlife and humans [73]. Some EDCs have been targeted to block the reproduction of humans and other animals, including synthetic estrogens (e.g. DES), pesticides (e.g. dichlorodiphenyl dichlorothane \( p,p'-\)DDE), nematocides (e.g. dibromochloropropane, DBCP), and insecticides (e.g. metrifonate) [73, 158]. Other EDCs adversely affecting human reproduction include fungicides (e.g. vinclozolin), herbicides (e.g. 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-\( p \)-dioxin, TCDD), plastics (e.g. bisphenol A, BPA), plasticizers (e.g. phthalates) and phytoestrogens (e.g. isoflavones) [73].

The persistent organic pollutants (POPs) constitute a large class of variably degradation-resistant organic EDCs [160]. POPs are often halogenated, and have low water solubility but high lipid solubility, leading to their bioaccumulation in fatty tissues [160]. They are semi-volatile and can travel long distances in the atmosphere before being deposited [160]. POPs noted for their persistence and bioaccumulative characteristics include many of the first generation organochlorine insecticides such as dichlorodiphenyl trichlorothane \( p,p'-\)DDT and chlordane, and industrial chemical (by)products including polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), dibenzo-\( p \)-dioxins (dioxins) and dibenzo-\( p \)-furans (furans) [73, 160]. Many of these compounds have been or continue to be used in large quantities. Some, such as PCBs, may persist for years and bioconcentrate by four to five orders of magnitude.

One of many pathways mediating the harmful effects of EDCs is the AHR signaling pathway, which will be covered in some detail below because it interacts with both the AR and ER [161], and since it was identified as a possible link between male subfertility and PCa risk in study IV.
(PAHs) such as Benzo[a]pyrene (BaP) [162]. The naturally occurring AHR-ligands are a large group mainly comprising food constituents of plant origin, most of which also inhibit TCDD- or BaP-stimulated AHR signaling [162].

The mechanism for AHR-induced transcription is closely related to that of steroid hormone receptors. Without ligand the AHR is primarily found in a cytoplasmic complex, which includes an HSP90 homodimer, the co-chaperone p23, and the immunophilinlike Ara9 (also known as XAP2 or AIP) [163]. Ligand binding increases shuttling of the receptor to the nucleus, wherein an AHR/ARNT heterodimer is formed which binds to regulatory sequences known as xenobiotic response elements (XREs), or dioxin response elements (DREs), in the promoters of target genes [163]. Several such genes encode enzymes, such as the xenobiotic metabolizing cytochrome P450 (CYP)1A1, CYP1B1, and glutathione S-transferase [164], although most have unknown functions [163].

The AHR is involved in normal physiology and development, as demonstrated by the AHR knock-out (AHRKO) mouse model, which exhibits greatly reduced liver size because of vascular defects, hepatic fibrosis, cardiac hypertrophy, disturbed immune system function, and significantly reduced fertility due to disturbances in some reproductive organs [162, 163]. Moreover, AHRKO mice are resistant to acute TCDD toxicity, the teratogenic effects of TCDD (cleft palate and hydronephrosis), and BaP carcinogenicity [162]. The AHR also seems to play a role in prostatic development [33].

The direct target genes of the AHR alone do not fully explain its physiological and toxicological effects [165]. Liganded AHR promotes the ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation of the ERs and AR by assembling the ubiquitin ligase complex, CUL4B_AHR [165, 166]. The ubiquitin-proteasome system regulates cellular protein degradation and is thus of central importance in cellular homeostasis [165].

The AHR modulates the function of the AR, ERα and ERβ via cross-talk [165], which seems to be an intrinsic function of the AHR [166, 167]. It is the active form of the AHR, and not the ligand itself that is required for AHR-ERα/AR cross-talk [167]. The main effect is anti-estrogenic [161, 168, 169]. However, differences seem to exist between the ER subtypes with respect to their interactions with ARNT, which has a stronger enhancing effect on the activity of ERβ than on ERα [169]. Moreover, TCDD has stronger anti-estrogenic effects on ERβ than on ERα [169].

A mouse model with a constitutively active AHR showed dioxin exposure-like effects on reproductive organs, and also corroborated previous research indicating that activated AHR has antiestrogenic effects in the presence of estrogen, but estrogenic effects in the absence of estrogen [170].
The AHR pathway in prostate cancer

In LNCaP cells, TCDD blocks androgen-induced cell proliferation [171]. Treatment with TCDD or BaP causes a decrease in AR protein levels [172], which may be a result of the AHR ubiquitin ligase function. Indeed, co-treatment with TCDD has been shown to decrease T-dependent AR transcriptional activity [171].

However, TCDD has no effect on PC-3(AR) (AR transfected) cells, which exhibit a normal response to combined TCDD and DHT treatment (i.e. cell cycle arrest), and no response to TCDD treatment alone [171]. DHT-dependent transcriptional activity and AR protein levels were found to be unaffected by TCDD co-treatment in the absence of exogenous coactivator expression [171].

Knocking out the AHR gene in PCa model (TRAMP) mice inhibits prostatic carcinogenesis [173], while treating TRAMP mice with an AHR modulator inhibits metastasis [174]. However some studies suggest that activation of the AHR may play a role in cancer invasiveness by causing deregulation of cell-cell contact [175].

Exposure to EDCs and reproductive tract disorders

The most widely studied dioxin, TCDD, was a contaminant of the defoliant Agent Orange used during the Vietnam War [176]. There is some evidence that prenatal exposure to TCDD may increase the risk of PCa in adulthood [177], while it is less clear whether exposure in adulthood, such as in Vietnam War veterans, increases the risk [178]. The most severe large-scale human exposure to TCDD was the Seveso accident in 1976 [179]. Studies on reproductive function in sons of the exposed mothers, have shown that in utero and lactational exposure of children to relatively low dioxin doses can permanently reduce sperm quality, manifested as reductions in sperm concentration, total count, progressive motility, and total motile count [179]. Animal studies have shown similar effects of fetal exposure on adult sperm counts [158], and also indicate that maternal exposure suppresses fetal testicular steroidogenesis, potentially resulting in testicular maldevelopment [180]. Another case of accidental exposure to high concentrations of POPs was the Taiwanese Yu-Cheng rice oil poisoning accident, after which men who had been exposed in utero to PCBs were reported to have higher proportions of abnormal and dysfunctional spermatozoa in their semen than unexposed men [181].

The PAHs are constituents of exhaust fumes, smoke and cooking processes [158]. Several large studies have shown substantial reductions in sperm counts in men whose mothers had smoked heavily during pregnancy [158]. As studies did not find significant effects on the quality of sperm produced, a possible interpretation is that Sertoli cell numbers were reduced. Furthermore fetal exposure of laboratory animals to diesel exhaust results in reduced sperm production in adulthood, an effect shown to depend partly on reduced Sertoli cell numbers [158].
mechanism compatible with reducing Sertoli cell numbers in adulthood is inhibited androgen action via AHR activation (see p. 37) during fetal development [158].

A US study showing that high consumption of beef by mothers during pregnancy was associated with a reduction in sperm counts in their adult sons may be explained by a similar mechanism [158]. However, other compounds are also plausible, such as DES, which was widely used to enhance growth in cattle in the relevant period [158]. Additionally, several studies have shown associations between maternal exposure to a range of EDCs during pregnancy and increased risk of reproductive disorders other than poor sperm quality [158]. However, results are inconsistent regarding associations between exposure to a specific chemical or chemical class and risk of reproductive disorder, and it is therefore likely that any effect on the developing testis may result from exposure to a mixture of EDCs.

Recent prospective studies have established links between perinatal exposure to POPs and cryptorchidism, as well as between phthalates and anti-androgenic effects in newborns [75]. Maternal alcohol consumption, mild gestational diabetes and nicotine substitutes were also identified as potential risk factors for cryptorchidism [75]. Additionally a recent nested case-control study on 1442 French newborns reported a significant association between parent’s occupational exposure to pesticides and male genital malformations, including cryptorchidism, hypospadias, and micropenis [77]. Another study found that maternal occupational or dietary (fish and shellfish) exposure to EDCs was associated with increased risk of hypospadias in the sons [182]. In another study, total effective xeno estrogen burden in placental tissue was found to be a risk factor for cryptorchidism and/or hypospadias in the offspring [183]. It may hence be the cocktail effect of many simultaneous exposures that result in adverse effects, especially during fetal life and infancy [75].

Animal studies have provided evidence for a fetal “masculinization programming window”, during which exposure to anti-androgenic chemicals is associated in adulthood with reduced testicular size [184], and hypospadias and cryptorchidism [185]. The effects of maternal dioxin exposure or smoking may potentially be explained by this type of mechanism, as dioxin exposure may result in reduced androgen action during the masculinization programming window [158]. The most commonly detected pesticide contaminant of ground and surface water is the EDC atrazine, which alters male reproductive tissues in fetally exposed animals [186]. Atrazine demasculinizes and feminizes the gonads by producing testicular lesions associated with reduced germ cell numbers [186]. Androgen levels are reduced and estrogen synthesis induced [186].
Certain phthalates cause a syndrome of abnormalities of the male reproductive tract including hypospadias and cryptorchidism in f etally and neonatally exposed animals [187]. These effects are associated with decreased fetal T production during the masculinization programming window [187], mediated by changes in the expression of numerous enzymes and transport proteins involved in T biosynthesis and transport in the fetal Leydig cell [187]. INSL3 is also significantly down-regulated and may hence be responsible for the commonly occurring cryptorchidism [187]. In utero phthalate treatment is also associated with lowered spermatocyte numbers in postnatal animals [187].

A modestly increased risk of hypospadias associated with pesticide exposure was found in a meta-analysis, despite potential misclassifications of exposure (and phenotype) [188]. A large case-control study published later found that maternal occupational exposure to EDCs with estrogenic (some pesticides) or anti-androgenic (phthalates) properties was associated with an increased risk of hypospadias in their sons [189]. However, no single EDC has yet been identified as a cause of hypospadias in humans. Nevertheless, hypospadias may serve as a model for gene-environment interactions due to the sensitivity of male urogenital tract development to perturbations in sex steroid signaling [76].

The possible effects of fetal exposure to EDCs and drugs on PCa risk are difficult to study in humans for a number of reasons (e.g. long lag time, diagnostic uncertainties, and a multitude of potential confounders). Nevertheless, mouse models have shown that exposure to exogenous estrogen during fetal development results in permanent effects on adult prostate size and function, which is mediated through ERα [135]. The xenoestrogen BPA binds to both ER subtypes as well as to AR, is highly prevalent in the environment, and is detected in >90% of people in the USA [135, 139]. Exposure to exogenous estrogens or BPA in concentrations relevant to human exposure causes disruption of the expression of AR and ER in mesenchymal tissue, leading to permanent increases in adult prostate size and the formation of PIN after treatment with T and E2 [57, 135, 190]. Epidemiological studies have reported associations between exposure to specific pesticides, PCBs, and inorganic arsenic, and elevated PCa risk [177]. Animal models have also show augmentation of prostatic carcinogenesis with several other xenoestrogens including cadmium, UV filters, and BPA [139, 177]. The sensitivity of the prostate to EDCs is also heightened during critical developmental windows in utero, neonatally and during puberty [139, 177, 190]. Thus, infants and children may be considered a highly susceptible population for EDC exposures and increased PCa risk with aging.

Clarifying the roles of the sex steroids in PCa development is an important step in attempting to understand the possible effects of exposure to EDCs, which may sensitize the prostate to hormonal pathogenesis during fetal development and later maturation by disturbing the balance between the actions of the steroid hormones.
AIMS

The overarching aim of this thesis was to investigate the possible epidemiological and genetic associations between deficient androgen action (hypogonadism) and disorders of the male reproductive tract.

The specific aims were to:

- examine whether the CAG and GGN repeat tracts in the AR gene are associated with disorders of sex development, including subfertility, hypospadias, and cryptorchidism;
- study the possible link between variation in the lengths of the CAG and GGN repeat tracts and male reproductive function;
- investigate whether childlessness secondary to male subfertility is associated with reduced PCa risk in a nested case-control study;
- explore the possible involvement of polymorphisms in genes in the sex steroid signaling and AHR signaling pathways in reducing PCa risk in subfertile men;
- analyze the role of polymorphisms in PCa risk genes implicated in previous GWAS in linking male subfertility with decreased PCa risk.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study populations

Swedish military conscripts (I and II)

In 2000, the vast majority of all 18 year old Swedish men took part in the (at the time) mandatory military conscription process, which included a medical health examination. The only men who were routinely excluded were those with severe chronic diseases prohibiting their participation in the conscription process. These men therefore closely reflected the general population in their age group.

Between May and December 2000, all 2,255 men born 1979-1982 who were living within 60 km from Malmö, Sweden, and who underwent the health examination, were asked to participate in a study on semen quality in young men from Southern Sweden [191]. The number of men agreeing to participate was 305 (13.5%). The median age of the men at examination was 18.2 years (range 18-21 years).

The participants answered a questionnaire at home. Information was collected regarding pre- and postnatal factors potentially influencing their reproductive function, e.g. place of birth, ethnicity and known congenital genital malformations. As a part of this study, the men underwent a physical examination at Skåne University Hospital, Malmö, which included assessment of body proportions, external genitalia and virilization. Any andrological abnormalities, including current or previous congenital malformations were noted.

Semen analysis was carried out in accordance with the World Health Organization (WHO) 1999 guidelines. The men were asked to abstain from ejaculation 48–72 h prior to semen collection, but in each case, the actual length of abstinence was recorded. Concentration of spermatozoa was assessed using a modified Neubauer chamber. The seminal activities or concentrations of neutral-α-glucosidase (NAG), PSA, fructose and zinc, were assessed. The concentrations of FSH, LH, SHBG, T, E2, and Inhibin B in the circulation were measured, and free T was estimated using the formula by Vermeulen, et al. [192].

In study I, an ethnically matched control group was needed for the comparison of the infertile men with an average male population. This group consisted of the 223 men with mothers of Swedish ethnic origin among the 305 conscripts. The median age of these 223 men at medical evaluation was 18 years (range 18–19). In study II, the same ethnically matched control group was used as above, with the exception of the exclusion of three men with insufficient DNA, nine subjects with a history of cryptorchidism, and one with a history of hypospadias, giving 210 remaining controls.
Infertile men (I)
We included 144 men with a history of at least one year of infertility and sperm concentrations $<5.0 \times 10^6$/mL, as determined by at least two consecutive semen analyses, who were undergoing clinical evaluation prior to *in vitro* fertilization (IVF) or intracytoplasmatic sperm injection (ICSI) at the Department of Reproductive Medicine at Skåne University Hospital Malmö, Sweden. The exclusion criteria were: (i) endocrine disturbances due to hypogonadotropic hypogonadism or abuse of androgenic (anabolic) steroids, (ii) obstructive syndromes of the urogenital tract, and (iii) previous treatment with chemotherapeutic agents. For study I, only the 99 patients whose mothers were of Swedish ethnic origin were included for sequencing of the AR gene to reduce possible confounding due to ethnic stratification bias.

Boys with hypospadias (II)
Fifty-one boys with isolated hypospadias were referred to Astrid Lindgren's Children's Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden for surgery. The patients were white and native born. They were divided into three groups according to the position of the urethral orifice and degree of chordee. The subtypes of hypospadias used for the classification was glanular, penile, and penoscrotal hypospadias. Blood samples for genetic analyses were collected. All subjects were included in study II.

Men with cryptorchidism (II)
This group consisted of a total of 23 men with mothers of Swedish ethnic origin, of which nine were excryptorchid military conscripts, and 14 were infertile men with a self-reported history of cryptorchidism, selected from 81 consecutive patients at the Department of Reproductive Medicine, who also had sperm concentrations $<5.0 \times 10^6$/mL in two consecutive semen samples.

Men from the “Malmö Diet and Cancer Study” (III-V)
The original aim of the Malmö Diet and Cancer Study (MDCS) was to investigate whether a diet high in fat and total calories, while low in vegetables, fruit and fibers, increases the risk of certain types of cancer. In 1993 the MDCS became an associated member of the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC). The study design and recruitment process have previously been described in detail [193, 194], but a summary will be presented below.

All subjects living in the city of Malmö, Sweden, between January 1st, 1991 and September 25th, 1996 were invited to participate in MDCS. Men born between 1923 and 1945 and women born 1923-1950 were eligible. According to the population register, there were in total 74 138 individuals in the selected birth cohorts, of which 31 514 were men and 42 624 were women. The background population was invited by letter, with reminder letters sent twice. In addition to
invitation by personal letter, subjects living in Malmö from the studied birth-year cohorts were invited by advertisement in local newspapers, in public places and in primary health care centers.

Subjects with insufficient Swedish language skills or mental incapacity were excluded, leaving 68 905 eligible subjects, of which 28 873 were men and 40 032 were women. According to the 2007 MDCS Endpoint Report (with end of follow-up at Dec 31st, 2006), there were 30 447 participants in the MDCS cohort, of which 12 121 were men, and 18 326 were women. The male capture rate was thus approximately 38% of the target male population.

Baseline data were acquired by a self-administered questionnaire and physical examination, and a blood sample was obtained by venipuncture. The questionnaire provided information regarding educational attainment, occupation, physical activity, social network, use of tobacco and alcohol, physical health, medical history, prescribed medication, and disease in close relatives. Anthropometric data, including height, weight, and body fat proportion (measured using an impedance method), were registered. Body mass index (BMI) at baseline was calculated from height and weight and was estimated at 20 years of age using the self-reported weight at that age.

The participants included in study III were recruited from the MDCS cohort. Of the 1 322 eligible participants (661 PCa cases and 661 controls), 975 (74%) men responded with a completed survey. The flow of participants through the study is detailed in Figure 4. We excluded the 77 men stating that they had never tried to beget a child and accordingly had unknown fertility status. Of the remaining 898 men, we further excluded seven individuals in childless relationships where a medical evaluation of the couple had revealed only female-factor infertility, and the childlessness therefore most likely was a consequence of the partner's infertility. Thus, 891 (67%) men were included, providing 445 (50%) PCa cases and 446 (50%) controls without diagnosed PCa.

The subjects in studies IV and V were the same as those who were included in study III, except that only men who had DNA samples of sufficient quantity for genotyping were included, giving 430 (97%) PCa cases and 427 (96%) men without diagnosed PCa.
Male participants in the "Malmö Diet and Cancer Study"  
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**Fig 4.** Process of selection of cases and controls for inclusion in the study. Men stating that they had never tried to beget a child, and who hence had unknown fertility status, were excluded. Men who were childless due to female-factor infertility were also excluded.

**Ascertainment of prostate cancer cases**

Data from the Swedish National Cancer Registry was used to identify all 661 prevalent PCa cases in the MDCS cohort who were registered as participating and still alive as of December 31\(^{st}\), 2006. For each index case, one living control without diagnosed PCa at the end of follow-up was randomly selected from the MDCS cohort, matching for sex, age (±90 days), and the date of enrolment in the cohort (±90 days). Tumor stage at diagnosis, assessed by digital rectal examination, was obtained from patient records at the Department of Urology at Skåne University Hospital Malmö. Histopathological tumor grading was performed by any of three senior, National Board-certified pathologists at Skåne
University Hospital Malmö, using specimens from the diagnostic prostate biopsies.

**Definition of male subfertility**

The epidemiological definition of subfertility (infertility) is the inability to conceive after a 12-month period of unprotected intercourse. Subfertility can be attributed to male factors, female factors, or a combination thereof. In studies III-V, a narrower definition of male subfertility was used, where only men with an enduring (life-long) history of involuntary childlessness were categorized as subfertile, excluding those cases where a previous medical evaluation of the couple had revealed exclusively female-factor subfertility. Childless men who reported having contributed to a pregnancy were consequently classified as fertile, as were childless men with deceased offspring.

**Genetic analyses**

*Analysis of AR gene CAG and GGN repeat tract length (I and II)*

The length of the CAG and GGN repeat tracts in the AR gene were determined by direct sequencing of PCR product. The sequence of the GGN repeat tract is both GC-rich and repetitive, resulting in the formation of very stable secondary structures which will not work as needed in a PCR. Therefore, the GGN repeat tract was amplified using deaza-nucleotides and a nested procedure, i.e. utilizing a pre-amplification step. Genomic DNA for use in the PCR was extracted from peripheral leukocytes.

The CAG repeat tract was amplified in one step in a 50 µL reaction containing 0.4 µM of each of the primers AGCCTAGCAGGGCAGATCTT (forward) and CTGCCTTACACAACTCCTTGGC (reverse), 0.25 µM of each dNTP, 1 x Pyrobest II PCR buffer, 1.25 IU Pyrobest DNA Polymerase and approximately 10-50 ng of DNA. Amplification was performed for 35 cycles, with the program consisting of denaturation at 96°C for 45 s, a combined annealing and extension step at 72°C, an initial denaturation step at 96°C for 3 min, and a final extension step at 72°C for 5 min. The negative control consisted of PCR mix without DNA.

The GGN repeat tract was amplified in a 25 µL PCR mix containing 10 ng of DNA, 0.3 µM of each of the primers CCAGAGTGCGACTACTACAATTTCC (forward), and CCAGAACACAGAGTGACTCTGTGCC (reverse), 2.5 mM MgCl2, 200 µM of each of dATP, dCTP and dTTP, 100 µM of dGTP and 7-deaza-dGTP, 45 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl and 0.5 IU of Dynazyme DNA polymerase. Amplification was carried out for 40 cycles, with the program consisting of denaturation at 96°C for 1 min, primer annealing at 56°C for 1 min and primer extension at 72°C for 3 min, an initial denaturation step at 96°C for 3 min, and a
final extension step at 72°C for 7 min. PCR mix without DNA served as a negative control.

The subsequent nested amplification PCR consisted of 30 cycles at 96°C for 1 min, 52°C for 20 s, and 72°C for 3 min, with an initial denaturation step at 96°C for 3 min and a final extension step at 72°C for 7 min. A 50 µL reaction was prepared containing 1 µL of the PCR product from the first reaction, 200 µM of each dNTP, 0.25 mM of each of the primers ATCCCCACGCTCGCATCAA (forward), and CCAGAACACAGAGTGACTCTGCTGCCT (reverse), 0.65 M Betaine, and 1.2 IU Dynazyme DNA polymerase. The negative controls were pure PCR mix and a mix with 1 µL of the negative control from the first PCR.

The products from the nested PCR were purified using the Jetpure PCR purification kit. Approximately 30 ng of the purified products were submitted to a 20 µL sequencing reaction with the CEQ Quickstart kit and the forward primer AGCCGCCGCTTCCTCATCCT, as described by the manufacturer. Sequencing products were ethanol-precipitated according to standard procedures, and resuspended in sample loading solution provided in the kit. Samples were analyzed externally on a Beckman Coulter CEQ 2000XL sequencer. The entire AR gene was sequenced according to methods described previously [195], in subjects in whom a mutation in the GGN repeat was found.

Selection of genes (IV and V)

In study IV, 16 candidate genes were selected based on their participation in the sex steroid signaling and AHR pathways. In addition, AMH and its receptor (AMHR2) were included, since AMH is produced by the Sertoli Cell and studies suggest that AMH concentrations in seminal plasma and/or serum may be lower in sub- and infertile men [196].

In study V, the results from genome-wide association scans (GWAS) and candidate gene studies on PCa risk loci were used to select 19 genes of interest for analysis. Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 and 2 (PARP1 and PARP2) were additionally included due to their known involvement in infertility-related phenotypes, and their multiple cellular functions ranging from maintenance of genomic stability to the regulation of cell death [197]. A polymorphism in the PARP1 gene has previously also been associated with PCa risk [198].

Selection of htSNPs (IV and V)

The HapMap database (Release 27) was used to select haplotype-tagging SNPs (htSNPs) capturing all variation (with $r^2 > 0.80$) within the gene and 20 kilobases upstream and downstream, using the Tagger Multimarker algorithm and restricting htSNPs to those with a minor allele frequency (MAF) >5% in the HapMap CEU samples (http://www.hapmap.org). The flanking sequences were tagged to cover
the promoters as well as other regions of potential importance to the transcription or function of the gene.

In study IV, 12 genes were tagged with 90 htSNPs, including 4 in AR, 11 in AHR, 9 in AMH, 3 in AMHR2, 7 in ARNT, 16 in ESR2, 5 in follicle stimulating hormone, beta polypeptide (FSHB), 7 in heat shock protein 90kDa alpha (cytosolic), class A member 1 (HSP90AA1), 7 in luteinizing hormone beta polypeptide (LHB), 5 in nuclear receptor subfamily 0, group B, member 2 (NR0B2), 10 in sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG), and 6 in SRD5A2. For these genes, the following missense SNPs were also included: rs1800053 (A114D) in the AR, rs6659176 (G171A) in NR0B2 and rs6260 (R25H) in SHBG.

For four genes, only missense SNPs with MAF >5% (in the CEU or AFD_EUR samples) were evaluated: rs1800053 (P189A) and rs35008248 (L114P) in aryl-hydrocarbon receptor repressor (AHRR), rs4072568 (G679S) in aryl-hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator 2 (ARNT2), rs6165 (A281T) and rs6166 (S654N) in follicle stimulating hormone receptor (FSHR) and rs12470652 (N291S) and rs2293275 (N312S) in luteinizing hormone / choriogonadotropin receptor (LHCGR).

In study V, a total of 108 htSNPs were used to tag 13 genes. Certain htSNPs captured variation in multiple genes in close proximity to one another. The number of htSNPs per gene, excluding overlapping coverage, was 4 in G1- to S-phase transition 2 (GSPT2), 14 in insulin-like growth factor 2 (somatomedin A) (IGF2), 4 in insulin-like growth factor 2 antisense (IGF2AS), 7 in insulin (INS), 10 in lemur tyrosine kinase 2 (LMTK2), 4 in melanoma antigen, family D, 1 (MAGED1), 14 in microminoprotein, beta- (MSMB), 17 in NK3 homeobox 1 (NKX3-1), 6 in nudix (nucleoside diphosphate linked moiety X)-type motif 10 (NUDTT10), 2 in NUDT11, 12 in PARP1, 10 in PARP2, and 4 in tyrosine hydroxylase (TH). Missense SNPs with MAF >5% (in CEU or AFD_EUR samples) were also included for the following genes: rs12807478 (P28S) in IGF2AS, and rs11765552 (M780L) and rs3735252 (P30A) in LMTK2.

For eight genes, only missense SNPs or previously clinically associated SNPs with MAF >5% (in the CEU or AFD_EUR samples) were evaluated: rs2304789 (T412M) in copine III (CPNE3), rs10934853 (intronic) in eukaryotic elongation factor, selenocysteine-tRNA-specific (EEFSEC), rs2710646 (intronic) and rs721048 (intronic) in EH domain binding protein 1 (EHBPI), rs4430796 (intronic) and rs7501939 (intronic) in HNF1 homeobox B (HNF1B), rs11895564 (A380T) in integrin, alpha 6 (ITGA6), rs10486567 (intronic) in JAZF zinc finger 1 (JAZF1), rs17253672 (P363L), rs2454206 (I1762V), rs34402524 (L1721W) and rs7679673 (5’-UTR) in tet methylcytosine dioxygenase 2 (TET2), and rs1465618 (intronic), rs17031056 (V699L), rs33979934 (T1385S), rs35720761 (C1605Y) and rs7578597 (T1187A) in thyroid adenoma-associated (THADA).
Genotyping and processing of data (IV and V)

Genotyping was performed at the Region Skåne Competence Centre (RSKC Malmö), at Skåne University Hospital, Malmö, Sweden using the Sequenom iPLEX Gold assay and MassARRAY MALDI-TOF (matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time of flight mass spectrometry) platform. Assays were performed using randomly sorted DNA samples from PCA cases and controls, as well as positive and negative controls supplied by the manufacturer.

Genotyping data were stored and processed in SNPator (http://www.snpator.org) [199], allowing for calculation of allele and genotype frequencies, expected heterozygosity, and Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE). Deviation from HWE was not used as a criterion to exclude a SNP from further analysis.

Due to poor genotyping performance across SNPs, 26 samples (3%) were excluded, leaving 418 PCA cases (97%; 403 fertile, 15 subfertile), and 413 controls (97%, 383 fertile, 30 subfertile). In study IV, all 14 (14%) SNPs with call rates <95% were excluded from further analysis, as were 2 (2%) that were monomorphic in our samples, leaving 84 (84%) in the analysis. In study V, 15 (12%) SNPs with call rates <95% were excluded from further analysis, leaving 113 (88%) in the analysis.

Statistical analysis

The statistical calculations were conducted using SPSS versions 11-18 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), unless otherwise stated. A two-sided \( p < 0.05 \) was generally considered to indicate statistical significance. The choice of the statistical method used for analyzing descriptive parameters was based on the type of data distribution and sample size.

Fisher’s exact test or the Chi-square (\( \chi^2 \)) were applied for testing differences in outcomes between groups. Distributions of parameters were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test (or the Mann-Whitney \( U \) test), when the distributions were non-parametric. Means of (roughly) normally distributed variables were compared using Student’s \( t \)-test. Spearman’s rho (\( \rho \)) was calculated to assess the degree of correlation between CAG and GGN repeat lengths.

In study I, the association of the two most common GGN alleles (23 and 24) with the reproductive attributes of the infertile men was also assessed in binary logistic regression models, which provided odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) for having, respectively, reduced prostatic function and/or low testicular volume, i.e. <30 mL (the median value). The “prostate function variable” was defined as a binary variable in which men having seminal zinc and/or seminal PSA concentrations below the medians were categorized as having subnormal prostate function, with the rest having normal function. Plasma T levels
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and CAG repeat length were also included as covariates in the models, as they are potentially confounding factors. The same models were applied to the control group (conscripts) using the medians of the respective values in that group to define the categories of the variables.

In study III, we evaluated the association between male subfertility and PCa in conditional binary logistic regression using available matched pairs as well as in age-adjusted unconditional binary logistic regression using all available subjects. We performed a stepwise screening of other potential explanatory variables, including socioeconomic, anthropometric, and health-status-related factors for possible inclusion in a subsequent multivariate analysis. The factors were eliminated if they did not change the estimate of the principal model by >15%. We also fitted three multivariate models which included a number of variables previously reported to be associated with PCa risk, as well the variable indicating history of urogenital infection (UGI), since this latter parameter emerged as a significant independent predictor in the stepwise screening.

In studies IV and V, we began by verifying that the subset of men genotyped in the studies was representative of the whole cohort (study III), by using logistic regression to confirm the association between male subfertility and reduced PCa risk. In the principal genetic analysis, the 30 subfertile men without diagnosed PCa were compared with the 403 fertile men with PCa (the referent group). Odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) for the association of the minor allele of each SNP with subfertility and PCa were estimated using age-adjusted unconditional logistic regression, coding the counts of minor allele as an ordered continuous variable. The genotypic associations were analyzed in an additive model, except when there were no homozygotes for the minor allele, in which case a dominant model was used instead.

In the two genetic studies, we evaluated whether the associations identified in the principal analysis were independently associated with subfertility by performing a secondary regression analysis in which the 30 subfertile men without PCa were compared with the group of 394 fertile men without PCa. The same methodology as described above was used to assess the allelic and genotypic associations.

As a large number of association tests were performed, the false discovery rate (FDR) [200] associated with each allelic regression test was calculated using the “qvalue” package [201] in R (http://www.r-project.org). The “q-value” assigned to each statistical test quantifies the minimum FDR incurred when that test’s p-value is taken to indicate statistical significance. Haploview version 4.2 was used to calculate the D’ and r² values for the linkage disequilibrium (LD) between pairs of SNPs.
RESULTS

The AR gene CAG and GGN trinucleotide repeat polymorphisms were studied with regard to infertility and accessory sex gland function in paper I, and in relation to the risks of having a history of cryptorchidism or hypospadias in paper II.

The association between childlessness secondary to male-factor subfertility and PCa risk was investigated in the epidemiological study in paper III. The possible association of genetic variation in the sex steroid signaling and AHR pathways with male subfertility and PCa risk was explored in paper IV. In the final paper (V), we explored the potential contribution of genetic polymorphisms in PCa risk genes (identified in previous GWAS), to the association between subfertility and PCa risk.

The AR gene repeats: possible pathological roles

Male infertility and accessory sex gland function (I)

We screened the 99 infertile men with mothers of Swedish origin for genetic abnormalities prior to AR gene sequencing, revealing karyotypic abnormalities in five (5%) patients, and Y chromosome microdeletions in another five (5%) patients. These 10 men were excluded from further analysis.

The distributions of CAG and GGN alleles in the 89 infertile men compared with the 223 controls are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The distributions of repeat lengths did not differ significantly between groups; GGN ($p = 0.19$) and CAG ($p =0.16$), respectively. The two most common GGN lengths occurred with similar frequencies in both controls and patients, 53% vs. 52%, $p = 0.90$, and 37% vs. 32%, $p = 0.41$, for 23 and 24 GGN repeats, respectively. Conversely, the proportion of not 23 or 24 GGN repeats did not differ significantly between groups (10% vs. 16%, $p = 0.20$).

The median CAG repeat length was 22 in the patients and 21 in the conscripts. The proportion of alleles with short (<21) CAG repeat lengths among the infertile men, 15/85 (18%), was significantly ($p = 0.005$) lower than in the controls, 76/223 (34%). However, the proportion of short CAG alleles was not significantly higher ($p = 0.07$) in the controls compared with patients with idiopathic infertility, 11/53 (21%). The <21 CAG/23 GGN repeat haplotype occurred more frequently ($p = 0.003$) in the conscripts, 36/223 (16%), than in the infertile men, 3/79 (4%), and also than in the subgroup with idiopathic infertility, 2/51 (4%, $p = 0.02$). The <21 CAG/24 GGN combinations did not differ significantly ($p = 0.56$) in prevalence between the conscripts, 29/223 (13%), and the infertile men 8/79 (10%).
Fig 5. Distributions of the lengths of the CAG repeat tracts in infertile men (n = 85, white bars) and conscripts (n = 223, black bars).

Fig 6. Distributions of the lengths of the GGN repeat tracts in infertile men (n = 81, white bars) and conscripts (n = 223, black bars).
In Table I, infertile men carrying 23 GGN repeats are compared with those carrying 24 repeats. The former group had significantly higher values of total testicular volume ($p = 0.04$) and CAG repeat lengths ($p = 0.002$) than the latter. However, the conscripts did not exhibit significant differences in total testicular volume ($p = 0.46$), or CAG repeat lengths ($p = 0.08$).

**Table I.** Comparison of seminal, hormonal and physical reproductive parameters and CAG repeat lengths in infertile carriers of the AR gene alleles with 23 GGN repeats ($n=43$) vs. 24 repeats ($n=30$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>23 GGN repeats</th>
<th>24 GGN repeats</th>
<th>$p^*$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sperm concentration, x 10(^6)/mL</td>
<td>0.35 (0.0-5.0)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.0-3.6)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminal volume, mL</td>
<td>3.2 (0.2-8.6)</td>
<td>3.0 (1.3-7.0)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminal zinc, mmol/L</td>
<td>2.3 (0.2-5.3)</td>
<td>1.4 (0.2-10.1)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminal PSA; mg/L</td>
<td>800 (190-2500)</td>
<td>600 (100-2310)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminal fructose, mmol/L</td>
<td>15.9 (4.2-29.8)</td>
<td>16.2 (0-50)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSH, IU/L</td>
<td>8.5 (1.7-35.0)</td>
<td>9.3 (2.9-48.7)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH, IU/L</td>
<td>3.8 (1.2-9.6)</td>
<td>3.8 (1.8-15.9)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testosterone, nmol/L</td>
<td>13.3 (2.7-28.7)</td>
<td>14.5 (4.8-31.9)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHBG, nmol/L</td>
<td>28 (14-77)</td>
<td>30 (11-112)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhibin B, ng/L</td>
<td>77 (10-252)</td>
<td>77 (10-226)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total testicular volume, mL</td>
<td>34 (12-50)</td>
<td>25 (5-50)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAG repeat length</td>
<td>23 (20-29)</td>
<td>21 (14-27)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p*-values are from the Mann-Whitney $U$ test.

Regression analysis showed that the risk of having subnormal prostatic secretory function was higher among the infertile men having the 24 GGN allele compared with the men with the 23 GGN allele, OR (95% CI): 3.5 (1.1–11.7), $p = 0.04$. However, this was not significant in the subgroup of men with idiopathic infertility ($p = 0.29$), or in the controls ($p = 0.26$). The infertile men with the longer allele were also at higher risk of having total testicular volume below the median (30 mL), OR (95% CI): 5.2 (1.6–17.0), $p = 0.007$, as were the men with idiopathic infertility, OR (95% CI): 5.0 (1.1–23.4), $p = 0.04$, whereas the conscripts were not ($p = 0.08$).
Cryptorchidism and hypospadias (II)

In the hypospadias patients, eight different GGN alleles were found. Only the two most common alleles, 23 and 24 GGN, were present in excryptorchid patients. No differences were found in GGN repeat lengths in the entire group of hypospadias patients compared with controls (Table II). However, men with penile hypospadias had significantly longer GGN repeats compared with controls, median 24 vs. 23 ($p = 0.003$). The same pattern was found for excryptorchid men compared with controls ($p = 0.001$). Moreover, the GGN repeat lengths among subjects with penile hypospadias were significantly different compared with the other two hypospadias subgroups combined ($p = 0.018$). The distributions of GGN repeat lengths in the controls and patients groups and are shown in Figure 7.

The ≥24 GGN repeat lengths were also significantly ($p = 0.035$) more frequent than the 23 GGN allele in men with penile hypospadias (69% vs. 31%) than in controls (31% vs. 54%). This difference in allele distribution was almost significant ($p = 0.056$) comparing men with penile hypospadias with patients with the other two subtypes of hypospadias (32% vs. 55%).

The GGN ≥24 alleles were more frequent than the 23 GGN allele in the whole group of men with cryptorchidism (65% vs. 35%), compared with controls ($p = 0.012$). The two subgroups of excryptorchid men exhibited the same pattern of GGN allele distribution, although the difference was only statistically significant comparing the excryptorchid infertile men (64% vs. 36%) with the controls ($p = 0.049$). The CAG repeat lengths were not different in any of the patient groups compared with the controls.

Table II. Comparison of CAG and GGN repeat lengths in patients with hypospadias or cryptorchidism, and controls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CAG repeat length</th>
<th>GGN repeat length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean (SD)</td>
<td>median (range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Controls, n = 210</strong></td>
<td>21.9 (3.1)</td>
<td>21 (12–30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cryptorchidism, n = 23</strong></td>
<td>22.5 (2.5)</td>
<td>22 (18–29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hypospadias, n = 51</strong></td>
<td>22.2 (3.1)</td>
<td>22 (14–32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glanular hypospadias, n = 21</strong></td>
<td>22.3 (2.6)</td>
<td>22 (19–29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penile hypospadias, n = 13</strong></td>
<td>22.5 (4.2)</td>
<td>23 (14–32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penoscrotal hypospadias, n = 17</strong></td>
<td>21.8 (3.1)</td>
<td>21 (16–28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p <0.05$ compared with controls (Mann-Whitney $U$ test).
Fig 7. Distribution of GGN repeat lengths in controls (conscripts) and subjects with hypospadias, penile hypospadias, and cryptorchidism.

Male subfertility and prostate cancer risk

Epidemiological case-control study (III)

In study III, we found that the subfertile men were at significantly lower risk of PCa diagnosis compared with the fertile men. The principal, age-adjusted unconditional model, using all available subjects, provided an OR of 0.45 (95% CI: 0.25-0.83), and in the conditional model, using the 308 matched pairs, the OR was 0.36 (95% CI: 0.17-0.77). None of the other factors tested in the regression models significantly changed the estimates. However, having a history of UGI, was independently associated with PCa risk, with the unconditional model giving an OR of 1.54 (95% CI: 1.12-2.11), and the conditional model an OR of 1.48 (95% CI: 1.00-2.19). The multivariate models rendered results that were very similar to those of the principal analyses, and importantly the inverse association between subfertility and PCa risk was unchanged by the inclusion of UGI in the model.

Genetic association studies (IV and V)

We confirmed the association between male subfertility and PCa risk in a regression analysis of the subset of men that were genotyped, OR: 0.49 (95% CI: 0.26-0.94).
In study IV the principal analysis showed that the minor alleles of the intronic SNPs rs17722841 in AHR, and rs3020449 in ESR2, and the major allele of rs7412746 in the 5′-UTR of ARNT, were positively associated with subfertility and negatively associated with fertility and PCa. The ORs obtained in an analysis of the SNP associations with subfertility only were similar in magnitude to those in the principal analysis. Finally, analysis of the FDR showed that all the nominally significant \( p \)-values of the allelic associations in the principal analysis had \( q \)-values >0.85.

In study V, the minor alleles of the following SNPs were identified in the principal analysis as significantly positively associated with subfertility and negatively associated with fertility and PCa: rs5951115 in the 5′-UTR of GSPT2, the intronic SNPs rs4430796 and rs7501939 in HNF1B, rs3093872 in the 5′-UTR of PARP2, rs3093921 (D235G) in exon 8 of PARP2, and rs33979934 (T1385S) in exon 29 of THADA. In the same analysis, a significant inverse pattern of association was found for the minor alleles of rs11765552 (M780L) in exon 11 of LMTK2, and rs1866343 in the 5′-UTR of NKX3-1. As in study IV, the ORs obtained in the analysis of the SNP associations with subfertility only were similar in magnitude to those in the principal analysis.

In study V, the two SNPs in HNF1B, rs4430796 and rs7501939, were in strong LD (\( D′ = 0.98, r^2 = 0.72 \)) in our population. The measures of LD for rs3093872 and rs3093921 in PARP2 were \( D′ = 0.94 \) and \( r^2 = 0.41 \), respectively. Calculation of the FDR of the allelic tests in the principal analysis showed that all associations with nominally significant \( p \)-values had \( q \)-values >0.50, except for rs3093872 in PARP2 (\( p = 0.0011, q \)-value = 0.12).
DISCUSSION

Our main findings regarding variation in AR gene repeat tract length and male reproductive tract function, were that carriers of the 23 GGN repeat allele had higher total testicular volume and better prostatic secretory function than carriers of the 24 GGN allele (study I). Moreover, we found that boys with penile hypospadias and cryptorchidism had longer GGN repeat tracts (median 24) than the controls (median 23, study II). However, in the entire group of hypospadias patients, as well as in glanular and penoscrotal subgroups, the median GGN repeat lengths were not significantly different compared with the controls.

These results suggest that the shorter allele is associated with better reproductive function than the longer allele. However, the associations between prostatic function and testicular volume and GGN repeat length were significant only in the infertile men, and not in the control group. One explanation is that the effect of the GGN repeat on AR transactivation capacity manifests itself phenotypically only if the androgen levels are decreased, as in the group of infertile men. Additionally, the GGN repeat may be only one of multiple factors, each contributing in small amounts to impaired reproductive function. The association may also simply represent a false positive result. On the other hand, the interpretation that the longer GGN repeat length is associated with subnormal AR function is supported by study II, as well as a later study, which found that the GGN repeat tract significantly longer in subjects with penile hypospadias and cryptorchidism compared with controls (median 24 vs. 22) [202]. Furthermore, a more recent in vitro study on the transactivation capacity of the AR showed superior function of the 23 glycine repeat AR compared with the other lengths, including 24 [203]. Another study found that AR protein levels were inversely affected by glycine repeat length, with the 19 repeat variant yielding significantly more AR protein than the 23 repeat variant [204]. It was suggested that hairpin stability of the RNA transcript increases with repeat length, thereby possibly interfering with translation, and accounting for the inverse relationship between GGN length and AR protein yields.

No significant differences were found between the infertile men and military conscripts with regard to the distributions of either of the repeats. Two large meta-analyses using different models for the hypothesized relationship between CAG length and risk of male infertility have been published. In a meta-analysis using a linear model, there was a slight, but significant association between increased CAG length and risk for idiopathic male infertility [205]. In the second meta-analysis [206], a non-linear model was used because a recent in vitro study had shown that the AR with 22 glutamine residues had higher activity than the other ARs with either 16 or 28 residues [207]. This meta-analysis showed that men with 22 or 23 CAG repeats (the commonest alleles) had a lower risk of infertility.
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compared with men with either longer or shorter CAG repeat tracts. Regarding the GGN repeat, the lack of significant differences in length between infertile men and fertile controls previously found in two studies [66, 151], was later corroborated in a study on Indian men [208], and in a Nigerian-German study [209], although the latter study was not race-matched. Finally, a Chilean study found no significant differences in the distribution of either CAG or GGN alleles between oligozoospermic infertile men and controls [210].

We found no association between CAG repeat lengths and cryptorchidism, thus confirming previous studies [85, 89, 202, 211]. Likewise, CAG repeat lengths were not different in hypospadiac patients compared with controls. In a previous study on boys presenting with varying degrees of undervirilized external genitalia, CAG tracts were slightly longer in those with hypospadias (of mainly penoscrotal type), than in the control group [84]. This finding has, however, not been replicated in later studies [92, 202]. At the time of doing the research, there were no publications on the association between GGN repeat length and cryptorchidism or hypospadias. Two later studies found that excryptorchid men more frequently carried the 24 GGN allele than controls, who carried shorter lengths [202, 210]. In one of these studies, the 24 GGN allele was also more common in penile hypospadias patients [202].

We divided the hypospadias patients by severity into glanular, penile and penoscrotal subtypes for two main reasons. There was, at least until recently, an underreporting of glanular hypospadias, causing a misclassification bias in any association study [88]. Additionally, the different subtypes of hypospadias have slightly different pathogenesis, since glanular hypospadias probably have a wide variety of contributing causes, possibly including fetal exposure to EDCs in susceptible individuals [88], while penoscrotal hypospadias more frequently are a feature of directly causative AR mutations (PAIS) [58]. Penile (mid-shaft) hypospadias assume an intermediary position, and are presumably also the result of “mildly” deficient androgen action, probably often together with other factors [59, 88].

Thus, the results of studies suggest that the association between CAG repeat length and the risk of cryptorchidism or hypospadias is at best very weak. Additionally, it is evident that the 24 GGN repeat allele is not directly causative of the conditions studied because it is one of the two most common alleles in the population. Nevertheless, it is possible that it contributes to the susceptibility of the disorders, in combination with other factors, during the critical time window of fetal genital development, presumably via a decrease in androgen action.

Whether these repeats, which are involved in AR function and expression, also play a role in male subfertility or PCa is widely debated, and there are now numerous publications regarding these topics. However, whether or not these
disorders could be linked was not known until 2005, when a large, national cancer registry-based Swedish study showed that childless men were at decreased risk of PCa compared with men who had fathered a child [127]. The study was not designed to differentiate between the different causes of childlessness, and did not adjust for any factors other than age or marital status. We wanted to address these shortcomings to enable us to test the hypothesis that the reduced risk of PCa observed in the childless men was a consequence of male subfertility, rather than male childlessness per se. We therefore performed a case-control study, which was nested in the Malmö Diet and Cancer Study (MDCS).

In the subsequent nested case-control study, undertaken as a part of this thesis, we showed that men with childlessness attributable to male-factor subfertility were at an approximately 50% lower risk of being diagnosed with PCa than were fathers of at least one biological child (study III). The binary logistic regression models were adjusted for a number of potentially confounding factors. Since our objective as was to evaluate the association of, specifically, male-factor subfertility with PCa risk, we excluded men who were childless due to personal choice or lack of opportunity (and whose fertility was hence unknown). We also excluded all known cases of female-factor-dependent childlessness to ensure that the remaining cases of childlessness were attributable, at least in part, to male-factor subfertility.

Two possible misclassifications that may have introduced biases toward the null should be considered. First, it is highly likely that the childless men classified as subfertile also included some cases where the infecundity was instead caused by an undiagnosed female factor, since female-factor subfertility with no demonstrable male factor was diagnosed in a smaller proportion (12%) than expected (~30%) from estimates in other studies. Similarly, it is likely that there were undiagnosed PCa cases among the controls (who were not screened). Nevertheless, as these misclassifications potentially bias the results toward the null, the magnitude of the association would be diminished, increasing the probability of a type II error (false negative finding) rather than a type I error (false positive finding).

Our main hypothesis was that the decreased risk of PCa diagnosis in men with long-term, enduring fertility problems was a consequence of the frequently associated testicular dysfunction with concomitant hypogonadism. As discussed in paper III, concentrations of T or LH were not assessed, and we therefore lack direct data supporting our hypothesis that the subfertile men were hypogonadal (or to what degree). However, previous studies have shown that this is frequently the case [125, 126], and about 75% of subfertile patients have primary testicular failure [149]. Even if the subfertile men were not on average exposed to subnormal androgen action over their life-times compared with the fertile men, the study’s main finding of an association between male subfertility and reduced PCa
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risk would retain its validity, although the androgen hypothesis would need to be reassessed.

It is also possible that the subfertile men were exposed to a decreased T:E2 balance. Some previous large studies on subfertile men [125, 126], have shown increased E2 concentrations, and decreased T:E2 ratios, while others have reported decreased E2 concentrations [212, 213]. In the “European Male Aging Study”, men with primary hypogonadism or secondary hypogonadism were both found to have lower circulating E2 levels compared with eugonadal men, although the T:E2 ratios were decreased due to even larger decreases in T [214]. BMI was higher in the groups of hypogonadal men, yet this was evidently not sufficient to raise E2 levels. In the same study, men with compensated hypogonadism (normal T with increased LH) had slightly raised E2 levels, and somewhat decreased T:E2 ratios [214]. The discrepancies in E2 levels may reflect a spectrum of increasing Leydig cell dysfunction, from the partially functional Leydig cells among the subfertile men and men with compensated hypogonadism to the severely deficient Leydig cells among the men with fully-developed hypogonadism.

A decrease in the T:E2 ratio in the prostate has been hypothesized to increase the risk of prostatic carcinogenesis, due to the potentially carcinogenic influence of estrogens (especially via ERα-signaling) or metabolites, such as catecholestrogens [46, 47, 131]. However, it is unclear what roles the absolute concentrations (or more correctly, degree of actions) of these sex steroids play, especially with regard to possible threshold effects. Certainly, the relationship between sex steroid action and prostate carcinogenesis has not yet been fully elucidated, and the absolute levels of sex steroid action, as well as other factors, such as exposure to EDCs, may be important influences [215].

A study by Walsh et al. on male subfertility and PCa risk was recently published that used a cohort linked to the United States SEER (Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results) program of the National Cancer Institute [216]. The subgroup of men diagnosed with male factor infertility were reported to be at a slightly increased risk of high-grade (Gleason score 8-10) PCa, standardized incidence ratio (SIR): 1.3 (95% CI, 1.0-1.7), while the risk of all grades of PCa was unchanged in the entire group of men who had been evaluated for infertility (SIR): 0.9 (95% CI, 0.8-1.1). When analyzed using an age- and fertility-treatment adjusted Cox regression model, the hazard ratio (HR) for any PCa for men with male factor infertility compared with those without male-factor infertility was 1.8 (95% CI, 1.2-2.5). Using the same methodology, the HR of high-grade PCa in men with male factor infertility was 2.6 (95% CI, 1.4-4.8).

In contrast, our study did not show any significant differences in tumor grade in the subfertile men compared with the fertile men, although the proportion of high-grade tumors (Gleason score 8-10) among the subfertile men was non-significantly
larger. It cannot be excluded that subfertile men with chronic hypogonadism who develop PCa more frequently develop high-grade tumors due to selection of less androgen-dependent cancer cells. Indeed, there is some evidence from other studies that men exposed to low intraprostatic androgen levels may be at increased risk of high-grade PCa [217]. Cancer-related mortality would hence be higher in these men, potentially introducing a differential bias into the study which would inflate the magnitude of the association. Even if male infertility is associated with an increased risk of high-grade PCa, and hence mortality, the findings of the previous large-scale national cancer registry-based studies which included entire birth cohorts [127, 128], suggest that the result in our study is not purely artifactual, although it cannot be excluded that the magnitude of the association is exaggerated.

The study by Walsh et al. was not directly comparable to ours due to different methodology, and there were also several limitations that should be noted. The study was conducted in California, but the groups of infertile and fertile men were not race-matched, which is needed for genetic, life-style-related and socio-economic reasons. The mean age at diagnosis of PCa (or last-follow-up) for men with male-factor infertility was 50.1 years, and for men with male-factor negative infertility 48.4 years, whereas the men in our study were substantially older at diagnosis at 67.6 years. Furthermore, the proportion of high grade tumors was 27% among all men diagnosed with PCa in the entire cohort of men with male-factor negative, positive or unknown fertility status. The proportion of high-grade tumors among the men with male-factor infertility was 19/56 (34%), and among the men without male-factor infertility 16/64 (25%). Accordingly, high-grade tumors were considerably more common in both groups than among the men in our study. However, as discussed above, the exclusion of deceased men from our study may have introduced a bias that would contribute to the disparities between studies regarding both tumor aggressiveness and age at diagnosis. Additionally the trend toward assigning higher Gleason grades to diagnostic prostate biopsies may have started earlier in the USA than in Sweden, and the conversion procedure from WHO grade to Gleason score in the SEER data may have classified too many tumors as Gleason score 8-10. In our, Gleason scores were retrospectively assessed if they were unavailable.

Moreover, in the study by Walsh et al., person-years at risk were measured from the date of fertility evaluation to the date of diagnosis of PCa, providing a short median lag time of 9 years for men with no male factor and 10 years for men with male factor infertility. It is plausible that many of the men diagnosed with infertility had been subfertile due to testicular dysfunction for a long period before their evaluation, meaning that exposure times were underestimated. Additionally, the number of children the men sired was not considered, suggesting that the average degree of subfertility may have been less severe than in our study, in which only men who had never fathered a child, even though they had actively
tried, were defined as subfertile. The study design hence represents an implicit hypothesis that in effect is different from ours.

Thus, the results of the study by Walsh et al. are not fully comparable with ours for the several reasons discussed above. However, we cannot exclude that the subfertile men in our study were perhaps also at increased risk of high-grade PCa, but that it was not detected due to smaller study size, and possibly also due to an under-inclusion of patients with high grade disease. The mechanism proposed by Walsh et al. that defective DNA repair may be a link between male infertility and risk of high-grade PCa [216] is compatible with their findings, but does not necessarily exclude the possibility hypogonadism may (also) have played a role in promoting the selection of less androgen-dependent, high-grade tumors.

We concluded that the two national cancer-registry-based studies [127, 128], and our nested case-control study corroborate the hypothesis that the decreased risk of PCa in men with enduring subfertility is a consequence of chronically disturbed sex steroid action secondary to testicular dysfunction, and hypothesized that genetic factors may play a role in linking the disorders. We subsequently carried out a candidate gene study, selecting genes in accordance with the etiological hypothesis (study IV). Additionally, since fetal exposure to EDCs has been associated with testicular dysfunction and prostatic diseases in adulthood, we were interested in investigating the AHR pathway, since it is a direct mediator of certain EDCs, and also because it interacts with and modulates the sex steroid signaling pathways.

The principal analysis identified alleles in the AHR, ARNT and ESR2 genes that were both positively associated subfertility and negatively associated with PCa risk. The associations in the secondary analysis were of similar magnitudes, although of only borderline significance for AHR and ESR2. These results hence led us to tentatively infer that the genes may play a role in linking male subfertility with reduced PCa risk indirectly via their associations with impaired reproductive function. We therefore conclude that the results are in support of the hypothesis that alterations in sex steroid action, potentially via interaction with the AHR-ARNT signaling pathway, may contribute to the overall reduction in PCa risk in subfertile men.

As the results suggest a possible influence of exposure to EDCs on the joint risks of subfertility and PCa, it may be of interest to assess the effects of interaction between exposure and genotype. Such an undertaking would presumably be prohibitively difficult, since it would ideally take the form of a very long-term prospective cohort study which would start with the collection of maternal EDC exposure data, and continue with follow-up at least until PCa is diagnosed half a century or more later. Other prohibitive factors include the difficulty in attaining a sufficient sample size and assessing the exposure to all pertinent EDCs, as well as
the exposure to other potentially contributing factors. Furthermore, the effects of EDCs are notoriously difficult to predict, as they are presumably dependent on the mix of substances, the timing of exposure, individual genetic susceptibility, and the complexity of the interactions of the network of signaling pathways that are activated or inhibited.

We subsequently widened the scope of our exploration of the possible genetic contribution to the association between male subfertility and PCa risk because previous GWAS and candidate gene studies on PCa risk had identified a number of risk loci implicating genes not directly involved in the sex steroid or AHR signaling pathways (study V). In light of these findings, we hypothesized that certain genes previously linked to PCa risk may harbor SNPs associated with the risk of subfertility, and conversely that the genes PARP1 and PARP2, which have previously been associated with subfertility-related phenotypes, may also harbor alleles associated with PCa risk.

The principal analysis revealed that polymorphisms in PARP2, GSPT2, HNF1B, LMTK2, NKX3-1, and THADA were both positively associated subfertility and negatively associated with PCa risk. The association with PARP2 was particularly robust, indicated both by a low $p$-value and a low $q$-value. The associations in the secondary analysis were of similar magnitudes, although of only borderline significance for all SNPs except for the two in PARP2. The possible roles of the identified genes in linking male subfertility with PCa risk are discussed in detail in paper V, and will therefore not be discussed further here.

The results in both studies IV and V are based on a relatively small number of subfertile men, increasing the rate of type II errors (false negatives) due to limited power. However, the ethnic homogeneity and limited geographical distribution of the population is somewhat compensatory. Nevertheless, the FDR analysis revealed that most associations (except for that of rs3093872 in PARP2) have a high probability of being type I errors (false positives), and the alleles identified in both studies therefore need to be validated by replication in a larger material.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The overarching aim of this thesis was to investigate the possible epidemiological and genetic associations between deficient androgen action (hypogonadism) and disorders of the male reproductive tract. The purpose of the first two publications was to investigate the possible associations between variation in the lengths of the GGN and CAG codon repeats and disorders of the male reproductive tract, including genital malformations, while the objective of the three following papers was to study the possible epidemiological and genetic associations between prostate cancer (PCa) and male subfertility as a proxy indicator of long-term testicular dysfunction, and hence hypogonadism.

Study I suggests that the <21 CAG/23 GGN repeat haplotype may be associated with a lower risk of infertility than haplotypes consisting of alleles with longer CAG or GGN repeat lengths. The results also suggest that the 23 GGN repeat allele is associated with better reproductive function than the 24 GGN repeat allele, as evidenced by the larger total testicular volume and better prostatic secretory function among the carriers of the shorter allele. However, the associations between the GGN alleles and reproductive endpoints were only significant in the group of infertile men, and not in the young military conscripts. One possible explanation is that the effect of the GGN repeat on AR transactivation capacity manifests itself phenotypically only if the androgen levels are decreased, as in the group of infertile men. Additionally, the GGN repeat may be only one of multiple deleterious factors, each contributing in small amounts to impaired reproductive function. Study II supports the interpretation that longer GGN repeat lengths are associated with subnormal AR function, since both patients with penile hypospadias and patients with a history of cryptorchidism had longer GGN repeat tracts (median 24) than the controls (median 23).

The nested case-control study (paper III) suggests that subfertile childless men are at an approximately 50% lower risk of being diagnosed with PCa than are fathers of at least one biological child. We excluded cases of childlessness related to personal choice or female infertility, and adjusted the analysis for a number of potentially confounding factors. Study IV indicates that variants in the AHR, ARNT and ESR2 genes may play a role in indirectly linking male subfertility with reduced PCa risk through their associations with impaired reproductive function. These results hence support the hypothesis that alterations in sex steroid action, potentially via interaction with the AHR-ARNT signaling pathway, may contribute to the overall reduction in PCa risk in subfertile men. The results of study V imply that certain alleles in PARP2, GSPT2, HNF1B, LMTK2, NKX3-1, and THADA may also contribute to the reduction in PCa risk observed in subfertile men, via their associations with impaired reproductive function. The association with PARP2 was particularly robust. Replication of the genetic
associations in a larger validation study would warrant further investigation of the functions of several of the identified genes in this context.

Thus, the studies suggest that longer AR gene GGN repeat tracts may decrease the receptor’s activity, increasing the risk of androgen-related genital malformations in susceptible males, and that subfertile childless men are at reduced risk of PCa, which we hypothesize may be a consequence of chronic, poor gonadal function, and hence decreased androgen action over the lifespan. Additionally, several genetic variants, as well as possibly fetal exposure to EDCs, may play a role in linking the two disorders, primarily through their associations with impaired reproductive function.
FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Studies I and II on the associations between GGN repeat length and male reproductive function and disorders of the male reproductive tract have over the years been followed by numerous other clinical and in vitro studies. Future in vitro studies could expand the work of Lundin, et al. (2007) [203], of the effects on AR transactivation function of variation in polyglycine (GGN) length within the normal range, both with and without variation in the length of the polyglutamine (CAG) repeat. Another property of the AR transactivation function that could be investigated is whether the interaction with AR cofactors is affected by variation in the lengths of the codon repeats.

The finding in study III of an association between male subfertility-related childlessness and PCa risk needs to be replicated in a much larger material with more precisely defined phenotypes. The ideal case-control study would be at least an order of magnitude larger in size, and the reproductive function of the participants would have been evaluated in detail in youth. Such an evaluation would include measures of sperm and semen parameters as well as serum concentrations of the reproductive hormones. Of equal importance, the men defined as being PCa-free would be confirmed as such through multiple prostate biopsies. Additional factors may also be considered as potential confounders, especially diabetes mellitus, which has been shown to be associated with reduced PCa risk in previous studies. A replicated result in such an ideal nested case-control study would corroborate our findings and also enable a more detailed and accurate analysis of the relationship between male subfertility, testicular dysfunction and PCa risk. The most powerful study design is, of course, a large-scale, very long-term, prospective longitudinal cohort study, although conducting such a study may not be feasible in most settings due to the very long-term (multi-decade) aspect and high costs involved.

The genetic variants identified as possibly linking male subfertility with reduced PCa risk in studies IV and V need to be replicated in a larger material, and upon validation could then be investigated in laboratory experiments to try to elucidate the mechanisms by which they might link subfertility with PCa risk. Another possible avenue of research is to study the potential modulating effects of variation in some of the identified genes on the effects of exposure to EDCs with dioxin-like or estrogenic or anti-estrogenic action. Finally, the possibility that epigenetic modifications are also involved in linking male subfertility with PCa has not been evaluated in the present thesis, and hence remains to be probed.

A deeper understanding of the possible hereditary factors linking male subfertility with PCa risk may contribute to understanding the pathogenesis of PCa, and ultimately improve the treatment of both disorders.
**POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING**

De manliga könshormonerna, sk. androgen, spelar en nyckelroll under fosterutvecklingen av de manliga inre (t ex. blåshalskörtel/prostata) och yttre (t ex. penis) könsorganen. Androgenernas stimulerar även tillväxten av desamma under puberteten samt upprätthåller de manliga kroppsegenskaperna under vuxenlivet. De två huvudsakliga androgenerna är testosteron (T) samt 5α-dihydrotestosteron (DHT), vilka verkar genom att binda till den sk. androgenreceptorn (AR), som är en transskriptionsfaktor, innebärande att dess funktion är att slå på eller av andra gener.

Om inte AR fungerar korrekt blir resultatet en dålig ”signalöverföring”, vilket yttrar sig i olika grader av okänslighet för androgenernas funktioner. Patienter som föds med en helt icke-funktionell AR pga. en genmutation har ett tillstånd som kallas komplett androgeninsensitivitets syndrom (CAIS). Eftersom en fungerande AR är central för att det ”manliga utvecklingsprogrammet” ska slås på under fosterutvecklingen, yttrar sig syndromet genom att ett barn med manlig kromosom-uppsättning föds med en flickas kropp, sk. feminisering. Det förekommer även mildare varianter av feminisering, t ex. att pojken föds med en penis som kan vara mindre än normalt, och som inte sällan har urinrörsmynningen för nära penisroten, sk. hypospadi. Ibland har testiklarna inte vandrat ned i pungen, sk. retentio testis eller kryptorkism, och finns istället i buken eller i ljumskarna.

infertila (ofruksamma) män var bärare av korta (<21) CAG repeat i kombinationen med den vanligaste GGN längden på 23 repeat. Vi fann även att den kortare GGN varianten var förknippad med bättre reproduktiv funktion, genom att bärarna hade större genomsnittlig testikelvolym och bättre prostatisk sekretorisk funktion än bärare av den längre varianten. I andra studien fann vi att den längre GGN längden var vanligare hos män med sk. penila hypospadier och retentio testis. Sammantaget talar studieresultaten för att genvarianten med 23 GGN repeat verkar vara förknippad med bättre AR funktion än den med 24 repeat.

I de sista tre studierna utforskade vi det ev. sambandet mellan ofrivilligt barnlöshet beroende på manlig subfertilitet och risken för prostatacancer (PCa). Tredje studien var en epidemiologisk fallkontrollstudie, vars syfte var att testa hypotesen att barnlösa subfertila män löper lägre risk att drabbas av PCa än fertila män, då de förstnämnda ofta har nedsatt testikelfunktion och därmed lägre androgenhalter i kroppen än normalt (sk. hypogonadism). Man vet sedan tidigare att androgener är inblandade i PCa-utveckling. I de två sista studierna ville vi undersöka om varianter (sk. polymorfier) i vissa gener kunde vara delaktiga i att länka samman manlig subfertilitet med nedsatt risk för PCa.

Fallkontrollstudien indikerar att subfertila ofrivilligt barnlösa män löper en ungefär halverad risk att diagnoseras med PCa än fäder med minst ett biologiskt barn. I vår analys kontrollerade vi att sambandet inte i själva verket berodde på sk. störfaktorer. I fjärde studien undersöktes genetiska varianter i signaleringsystemen som medierar androgeners och östrogeners (kvinnliga könshormoner) effekter, samt även i den sk. arylhydrocarbonreceptorn (AHR) och i samverkande proteiner, t ex. ARNT. AHR medierar effekterna av vissa ämnen i miljön med hormonliknande, eller ibland giftiga, effekter (s.k. endokrina disruptorer). Vi fann att varianter i AHR, ARNT samt östrogenreceptor beta (ESR2) ev. kunde bidra till att länka samman manlig subfertilitet med minskad risk för PCa. Resultaten stödjer hypotesen att ändringar i könshormonernas verkan ev. kan bidra till den minskade risken för PCa hos de subfertila männen. I femte studien undersöktes varianter i gener som pekats ut som PCa-riskgener i tidigare studier, eller i vissa fall som tidigare visats spela roll för fertiliteten. Studien visade att polymorfier i ett flertal andra gener ev. också bidrar till att minska risken för PCa bland subfertila män. Ett av de statistiskt starkaste sambanden var med en gen som kallas PARP2, som är inblandad i ett flertal viktiga funktioner såsom cellöverlevnad och celldöd, och som även är inblandad i spermiénbildningen.

Sammanfattningsvis är våra konklusioner följande: längre GGN-repeatlängder kan vara förknippade med försämrad fertilitet och ökad risk för kryptorkism och hypospadier; subfertila ofrivilligt barnlösa män löper en ca 50% lägre risk att drabbas av PCa än fäder med minst ett biologiskt barn, samt; varianter i ett flertal gener kan ev. vara inblandade i att länka samman manlig subfertilitet med nedsatt PCa-risk genom deras samband med nedsatt reproduktionsfunktion.
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